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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Euten llllllOis U.lnnltJ, Charleston

UIHYERSln I PRESIDENTIAL
SEARCH COMMITIEE

Search

Senate4members
get down and dirty

., As111. , ...,,
Seruor University lleporter

The Prcsidcn rial
Search
Advisory Committee announced
the number of cxpcaod applicants
for the position of Eastcm's next
president ac its first mcccing
Wednesday.
"I think we can expect
somewhere between 50 and 100
applicants,~ said Roben Webb,
chair of the commicccc and
member of the Board of Trustees.
"This committee is going co have
a loc of work co do, bur ir's for a
good cause."
The 17 members met co
introduce themselves and to hear
the charge of the committee they'll
be serving on during the estimated
six-month process.
The process began when the
commicccc was formed and by early
March is expected to have finalists
for the position.
Leo Welch, commicccc member
and chair of the Board ofTrustCCS,
explained the expectations of the
commincc to its members.
The charge reads that the
committee will be expected to
present candidates to the board
who will best serve the mission
statement of the university.
In
future m~ the
commicccc
will
dcvclop
a
description for the desired
candidate, recruit candidates on a
national level and develop criteria
for evaluation of applicants.
The tentative timelinc for
the process will select 12 co 15
semifinalists for reference checks,
followed by on-campus interviews
of 6 co 8 finalists, and then finally
presenr 3 co 5 candidates co the
board members who will make the
final decision.
Hairston,
senior
Elaine
consul cane for the consultant search
firm Academic Search, Inc., will be
assisting the committee through
the search process.
"The board was unanimous in
their belief chat she's the type of
person we wane helping us with
this search," Webb said. "She has
a distinguished career in higher
education."

H SEE SEAICll, PAGE I

On The Verge uanaines
podcasts, juz Miids
11 Another issue of Eastem's
weekend preview magazine can be
found inside.
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Se•ate •embers
90 d•mpster-diwi•9
for recrclables belli•d
L••pkin Hall
Cons•ltant to aid
committee in ll••t,
50 to 100 preside• tial
applicants eapected

VERGE

MIU Colli• is lie I~
PlaJeroftlle ....
11 Dennews.com I-Sports Editor
Kristin Larsen talked with Mike
Col6ns, Intramural Sports Player of
the Week. Collins is the captain of
the Millennium Rag Football team.

h•H ws.cota
ONLINE

"It's not every day you get co
jump into a dumpster,• said Mark
Bates as he stood in a crash-filled
dumpster in the middle of the
South Quad Thursday afternoon.
:Jhc Student Senate member
willingly jumped into the dumpster
co help sort through bags of trash
co find our how much Eastern
students rcally recycle.
Bares and other Student Senate
members dug through the dumpster
sorting every item char should have
been rccydcd.
Although the students were
not actually allowed to "dive" into
the dumpster, they were armed
with latex gloves and began to
sort through paper, plastic and
aluminum that had been discarded
with the normal crash.
"Dumpsrcr-diving
is
fun,
educational and dirty," said Wac
Sandidge, a junior psychology
major.
Once a year the recycling
department picks a dumpster at
random to be investigated, and
the Student Senate was the group
chosen for the job. This specific
dumpster was taken from behind

. ......, . -ber tlle
flftll of ........,
11 Online News Editor Adam Testa
sat down with Eastern history
professor Newton Key to discuss
the history of the Gunpowder Plot
in 1605 Britain. This event was the
inspiration for the 2005 movie "V
for Vendetta."

h ••••s.co•

11 Pounce Online reporter Adam
Tedder talked with Justin Sinner,
president of EIU Republieans,
about the upcoming elections, the
importance of student vote and the
role of EIU Republicans.

Deanews.co•
CAMPUS
UB looking to bring uother

celebrity to Eutera

Lumpkin Hall.
As the student senators plugged
their noses and went dbow deep in
crash, Bates, who was in charge of
organizing the dive, aimed to make
their point clear.
"We are out here to bring
awareness to the students and to
show them bow much they really
do need to recycle," he said.
Recyclables were nor the only
treasure they found: unused rolls
of toilet paper and full cans of beer

EllC atm I Tm lllU US1m IEWS

Graduate student Mark Bates recycles a plastic bottle after separating
it from trash at the bottom of a dumpster Thursday afternoon in the
South Quad.
were also present.
On-looking srudcnts walked by
with quizzical looks on their faces.
After all was sorted and bagged,
Allen Rathe weighed all of the
findings. Rathe works for the

,, While being allocated money
for speakers at the Apportionment
Board on Thursday, the University
Board mentioned a former sitcom
actor is on their list of potential
speakers.
Find out who inside.
,.,. 3

recycling department. He estimated

char 40 co 60 percent of the trash
in the dumpster should have been

recycled.
H

SEE D111PS1D, PAGE I

UllYERSITT I BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Contract not to be ratified yet
Approwal may
be delared until
December meeting
IJ AsllleJ R.eff
Senior University Reporter

The Board of Trustees is ready
to ace on conttactS for three unions
at today's meeting, but not all three
unions are ready for the board.
The university administration
has reached tentative agreements for
contracts with the Carpenters Local
347, the Illinois Fraternal Order

of Police Labor Council and the
Eastern chapter of the University
Professionals of Ulinois.
The Carpenters Local and
IFOPLC have both ratified their
tentative agreements and now await
che approval of the board. UPI,
however. has not yet ratified the
tentative agreement.
"We have had difficulcy working
out the details chat we worked our
on the tentative agreement," said
UPI president' Charles Ddman.
Thursday, Delman said the
union would not ratify the tentative
agreement by Friday's meeting.
"I wish I could be more

optimistic, but I really don'r know,"
he said earlier in the week.
President Hencken was hopeful
the UPI contract would be ready
for today's meeting. After today's
meeting, the board won't have
another chance to act on the
cencacivc agreement until the next
Board of Trustees meeting Dec. 15.
· "I hope we don't have to (wait
until December) because we're very
anxious co get the faculty members'
raises in chis month's paychecks,"
Hencken said earlier in the week.

ELECTIONS

GET READY
TO VOTE

11 Days left until the Nov. 7
elections:

4
11

When you vote, bring

your drivers license or voter
registration card.
11 For more information,
www.co.coles.il.us/coderk/

H
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First nursing classes approved
By Christina Guadiana
Stall Correspondent

Dianne Nelson, director of
Eastern's new nursing program, is
"thrilled co pieces."
The Council on Academic Affairs
approved the first four classes for the
new nursing program's curriculum
at its meeting yesterday afternoon.
Eastern will offer these classes
starting in Fall of 2007.
Current trends have indicated
that more nurses and hospitals want
advanced education programs.
Both New York and New Jersey
have proposed that all nurses
cvenrually must earn their bachelor's
degree within ten years of becoming
a registered nurse, Nelson said.
"The program at EIU is
specifically designed only for RNs
to meet their educational needs,"
Nelson said.
"The conteoc of the EIU
curriculum avoids repeating material
that has been coveted in previous
nursing educational experiences for
RN srudent:s.
The program will be delivered
using formacs that are effeccive for
the adult learner."
Nelson explained that the three
significant differences between a

UNIVERSITY

nurse with an associate's degree
and one who holds a bachelor's
degree are research, leadership and
community health education. The
classes are designed to address these
differences.
Since July, Nelson has worked
to develop a tentative degree plan
for nursing students who want to
continue their education
Now, as the program prepares to
accept students, there still is a !or of
work to be done.
Equipment must be obtained
and locations for the classes have to
be found. Nelson must also begin
recruiting students and creating
partnerships with area businesses
and health care providers.
She stated that she has already
visited some communicy colleges.
There has been a lot of response
from students who are interested
in an advanced degree program in
nursing ar Eastern.
One of the main concerns for
Nelson is helping students make
the transition from the work place
to school.
"Most of these students are going
to have some experience as an RN,"
she said.
The shift from hands-on work
to writing intensive classes could

be difficult. She emphasized that
instructors will spend time helping
the students write rheir first papers,
and a reflective journal will be a
requirement for one of the classes.
The courses approved for Fall
2007 are "NUR 3103: Professional
Nursing Practice" and "NUR 3303: •
Advanced Nursing Assessment."
Students will also be able ro enroll
in "NUR 3604: Pachophysiology
and Pharmacology in Professional
Nursing Practice" and "NUR 3703:
Nursing Research" in Spring 2008.
Four other courses will be
presented ro the College of
Sciences Curriculum Committee
for consideration on Friday. Nov.
3. Nelson hopes that they will also
be approved and senc co the CAA
soon.
"I am proud of the curriculum
and the progress thac has been made
coward offering the acrual courses,"
Nelson said. "However, I think the
most important accomplishment
related to the program was the
recognmon by the university
of the greac need for RN to BS
education and the willingness to
expand the mission of Eastern co
meet the needs of the RNs, health
care agencies, and patients in our
area. "
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Getting thac grant may nor be
as easy as it seems bur according
to a panel of recipients of ex:temal
funding, if a professor receives such
grants the rewards are endless.
The panel includes: Doug Bower,
associate dean of the College of
Educarion and Professional Studies;
Scott Meiners, biological sciences
professor; Michael Wates, director
of Tarble Arts Center; Mona
Davenport, director of Minority
A.ffurs and Ping Liu, professor of
technology.
The discussion took place
Thursday in the Charlescon/
Mattoon Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Student Union.
The purpose was co help faculty and
reachers co learn the techniques for
getting a grant.
"Ir's the luck of the draw," Bower
said. "le depends on what is hoc ar
the time and your work you pur
into it."
The effort that is puc ioro getting
a proposal passed is the key to
getting the grant.
Calling the agencies that the
faculty member is working with
many times withouc being coo much
of an annoyance is going co help
the faculty member to understand
what they are looking for by asking
questions and understanding them
better.
Knowing how not to direct
a question is going to help
them understand and approve a
proposal.
"Online sources and print only
cells you so much, you need to find
a good direction to go widi chem,

Produdion staff

AMIR P1IEUIERG I THE DAILY EASTEIUll NEWS
Michael Watts of the Tarble Arts Center discusses with a panel of faculty
of how to obtain a grant at the Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union on Thursday afternoon.

and keeping in concact is the best
way," Wates said.
One important question that
mosc of the faculty was concerned
about was if denied once for a
grant, is the faculty member going
to be black-listed?
"You will get really mad but
eventually get past it," Meiners
said. "Jusr throw around the idea a
little and figure our how you could
have helped them understand you
better."
Understanding the approval
process and what exactly is said
about certain proposals will help
co gee grant funding. To gee grants
for the Tarble Arts Center, Michael
Wates has worked with agencies
such as the Illinois Art Council.
Afi:er sending in a proposal, .faculty
are able to attend the reviews and
liscen to how they could improve
their proposals, he said
"V,.,u have co be pretty thickskinned," Wares said. "Bue it is very
helpful because you see that they
cake rhree minutes to discuss, vote,
and then that is it."
The panelists recommended that
faculty members anend 'a' review of

a proposal because ir may be hdpful
to get a better understanding of
how the agencies want things to
be worded or how to get the next
proposal approved.
"I have seen proposals that are
perfectly fine, but if they aren't, for
a lack of a better word, sexy enough
and jump off the page, they simply
do not care," Meiners said.
All the panelists agreed that the
best way to get a good proposal is
to start early. With problems such
as computers crashing or new ideas
coming to mind, it is easier for a
proposal to be scarred about one
to cwo months in advance co a
deadline. Also, make sure that the
writing style and the people you are
going to work with arc all on the
same page, they warned.
"Make the proposal as simple
as possible, you might sound
repetitive bur it doesn't matter
because if you lay it our clearly they
will understand and approval might
be easier," Meiners said. "Help the
reviewers to focw on whar you wane
them to focw on, and make the 10
minutes they spend going over your
plan and say it was the coolest thtng

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle .. .
Tell y our doctor
the right choice...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon

235-1245

345-1245

Engineedngyourretum to fJea/tfJyliving
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I UNIVERSITY BOARD

Bands to jam for free
Donations. accepted at the door for charity
By Kristina Peters
Activities P.eporter

United Way is the chosen charity
for Sarurday's EIU Takes Action
concert.
The concert, sponsored by
University Board, will fearure
the four bands, The Outbreaks,
Forgetting Paris, Friday Night
Villain and Snowsera.
All of the bands arc playing for
no cost and are lending their rime
co help support a charitable cause.
Tim Trsar, guitarist and lead vocals
of The Outbreaks, said that the
band likes co play for charities and
has done so in the past.
"We just kind of play co have
fun and we don't expect co gee
paid," Trsar said.
United Way is a national
charity with over 1,300 smaller
organizations. The charity has
local ties, said Pat Lamorte, UB
mainscage coordinator.
There. is a United Way of
Coles County and its office is in
Mattoon.
Common duties of the charity
include helping children and youth
succeed, promoting self-sufficiency,
strengthening
families
and
improving access ro health care.

Lamorte picked the charity
because of the local cies.
"I figured you might as well
stay local," he said. "You {srudcncs)
are helping ouc the Coles County
area and EIU is a big part of Coles
County."
Money will be raised through
donations. There is no admission
fee to the concert thac startS at 8
p.m. in the McAfee gym.
"You (srudents) don't have co
donate a lot of money, j use whatever
you feel comfortable with," Lamoree
said.
"You need co come out and
support the charity and the bands
for doing this."
The bands are from various areas
and not getting paid for travel.
The Outbreaks arc rravelingfrom
Barrington while Forgetting Paris
and Friday Night Villian arc local
and Snowsera is from Champaign.

All of the bands have their own
sound bur indie and rock are a
common theme.
Indie-rockiswhacTheOurbreaks
uses to classify its music along with
Snowsera. Forgetting Paris' music
is rock, and Friday Night Villain is
indie-pop.
"They describe themselves as
Iggy Pop on crystal mcth," Lamorte
said of Friday Night Villain in
which some members are Eastern
students.
The Outbreaks are glad co bring
their sound co Eastern.
"We're kind of pumped for it,"
Trsar said. "Playing (at) colleges
seems to be the best place to play."
The band members, who have
friends who are Eastern students,
said that college srudenrs could
relate to their music.
College srudents can relate co
the lyrics because they are about

growing up and establishing a new
sense of home, Trsar said.
One of the bands songs "Beerer
Days" is about college life.
The band will release a CD ticled
"Places" soon and will hand our
free samples of some of the songs at
Sarurday's concert.
"When you play it and write
music. It's kind of like a relief,"
lrsar said.
Lamorte said that for srudents,
~eeing four bands for free is a good
opportunity.
"Getting to see bands for
relativity no cosc here on campus is
rare," he said.
This is the second year that UB
has brought bands together for a
charitable cause.
Last year, canned goods were
donated for the local food pancry
and the bands performed in the
Thomas dining hall.
Forgetting Paris was one of
the bands who performed at that
concert and has played at Eastern
other times as well.
Lamorte said moving the event
to McAfee gym will be beneficial
for both the students and the bands
because there is more room in the
gym plus a stage.
"le kind of gives it more of a
concerr-y feel," he said.

CAMPUS I APPORTIONMENT BOARD
FAST FACTS:
UB Estimated Spring Lecture
budget

ie report
n Driving Under the Influence I Driving
While License Suspended - On Oct. 26
Christopher A. Klein, 23, Charleston was
arrested at 2:35 a.m. on a Carman Hall
drive way on the charges listed above.
Criminal Damage to Property - On
Oct. 29 it was reported that two cars
each had a side window burst out by
what appeared to be a pellet.
Theft - On Oct. 29 it was reported
that a bicycle was stolen from the bike
on the east side of McKinney Hall.
Credit Card Fraud - On Oct. 30 it
was reported that an Eastern student's
credit card had been used by a room
mate with out permission. The incident
is under investigation.
Criminal Damage to State Supported
Property - On Oct. 31 it was reported
that a window in Lantz Arena was
damaged by what appeared to be a
pellet.
Criminal Damage to Property- On
Nov. 1 it was reported that a Jeep was
criminally damaged while parked on
the east side of Buzzard Hall in a staff
parking lot.
Criminal Damage to State Supported
Property I Criminal Trespass to
Residence I Criminal Trespass to
State Supported Property - On Nov.
1. Incident referred to the Coles
County States Attorney. Arrest varrant
requested.
Burglary to Motor Vehicle 1n Oct.
31 it was reported that the
shield
of a passenger was smashed and
electronic equipment laying o tie seat
was stolen.

Spotlight Series

to n

1 speaker@ $10,000

Charleston Community
Theatre: 'Stones in His
Pockets'

+ 1 speaker@ $7,500
Total: $17,500

n The comedy/drama is about the
mania, mayhem and manipulation that
ensue when HolJYwood descends on a
quaint village in County Kerry, Ireland,
to film its next blockbuster.
The play will be at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday at the Tarble Arts
Center, Ninth Street and Oeveland
Avenue. The cost is $10 for adults, $8
for seniors and $5 for students.Rlr
reservations call 581-2787.

Cross Fire Series
3 speakers@ $3,000 each

+ Hospitality expenses @ $1,000
Total: $10,000

EIU Uncovered

s speakers @ $200 each
Total: $1,000

SPRING 2007 TOTAL

COSTS: $28,500
SPRING 2007 AVAILABLE
FUNDS: $8,500
TOTAL ADDITIONAL ALLOCATION
REQUEST: $20,000

IA'f GRAllE<

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

UB Vice Chair Melissa Schaefer, and UB Chair JC Miller, discuss UB budget adjustments that they made. The
apportionment board approved UB's budget with a unanimous vote on Thursday evening in the MLK Jr. Union.

AB may bring Jody Sweetin to Eastern
By Matt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

Stephanie Tanner is a step closer
to coming co Eastern.

Jody Sweetin of "Full House"
fame is one of the Spotlight Lecture
Series that University Board is
looking ro bring to campus.
Sweetin recently overcame a
mcthamphetarnine addiction.
At last nighc's Apportionment
Board
meeting
the
board

unanimously approved a $20,000
allocation to UB lectures.
This is a $15,000 reduction
from the Oct. 26 meeting when
UB lectures asked for $35,000.
The money will be used to bring
Spotlight Speakers, which are more
recognized speakers.
"Based on the feedback chat we
(UB) got from students and the
current board voting on it, we felc
thac pushing for three Spotlight
Speakers would be a bit extreme,"
said UB Chair JC Miller. "So we

chose to just do two instead."
UB also looks to bring some
of the cast from the show "Black.
White." The show takes one
African-American family and one
Caucasian family and transforms
them into the opposite race. The
speakers would calle about their
experiences as the opposite race.
The funds would also cover three
Cross Fire Series events.
This will be more of lcccure style
debates on big issues today.
Board members were pleased

that UB worked to cut some of
their original money request.
le was made clear chat UB is
ma.king an effort to cut the proposal
by about 40 percenr, said Skyler
King.

"They took in concerned
srudenrs' feedback that they got
outside," said board member Travis
Bounds. "From what I heard is that
they (students) didn't want 'The
Real World' speakers."
The proposal now heads to the
Student Senate for ,approval.

TODAY
Deadline to Remove Credit/No Credit
Requests
Time I All day
Location I PAWS
More info I 581-3813
Multicultural Career Expo
Time I 1 p.m.
Location I University Ballroom-MLK
Union
More info I 581-2412
Free Ru Shots
Time I 4-6 p.m.
Location I Rec Center
More info I 581-2727
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I
MNTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
I

I
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DRAWN FROM THE NEWS

I DAVID PENNELL

•
view
ISSUE I Student Senate
calls to keep and enforce the
current campus smoking policy

Smoking
ban not
needed
On Wednesday, the Scudent Senace
voced overwhelmingly noc co repeat
Faculry Senate's resolution co ban all
smoking on campus.
Student Government should be
applauded for making policies in the
scudents' interest, buc needs to creace a
plan to have the university enforce our
current laws.
The campus-wide smoking ban,
which wilJ come into effecc on July I,
2008, was chosen to prevent problems
such as campus pollution and health
effects cause by firsc- and second-hand
smoke.
Members of Faculty Senate also
passed a resolution saying that Eastern's
current smoking policy is noc being
properly enforced.
The Daily Ea.sum News Editorial
Board has expressed in the past chat
these health and pollution concerns
could be avoided if the university
enforced the current policy, and now
members of Student Government are
expressing the same concerns.
Eastern's current policy requires
people to smoke in designated smoking
areas at least 50 feet away from
university buildings.
However, Easrem has not removed
smoking receptacles t.hac are adjacent
co buildings, causing confusion for
smokers unaware they are breaking the
university's rules.
Adding to chis confusion, the
smoking policy is not enforced by the
Campus Police, giving those smoking in
incorrccc area the impression that they
arc not doing anything wrong and will
not be punished for it.
Although Faculty Senate members
are not required co cake Scudenc Senace's
opinion seriously, they should sec the
17-2-8 decision as a call from students
thac the current policy is only flawed by
the university's unwillingness co enforce
it.
Now, the pressure lies on the Student
Senate to develop an effective way for
the university co enforce the 50-fooc
smoking ban, which will hopefully
persuade the Faculty Senate co overrule
their campus-wide smoking ban.
We at rhe DEN fed that moving
all smoking receptacles to designated
areas, posting warnings near buildings
and fining smokers char are breaking
Eastern's current policy. ic will provide
a happy campus environment for all
students and faculty members, smokers
and non·smokcrs alike.

The editorial is the maionty op1n on of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
, DENopinions@gmail.com.

GUEST COWMNIST

I ALAN BAHARLOU

A great generation of
students and parents
Lase April, chc Enrollmenc Management
Advisor>'. Commiccec orga.nizcd a panel
discussion ~tied. "Scudenc Successes: A
Campus Dialogue."
The panel was arrended by faculty.
administrators, academic advisors and
scudencs. Several participants expressed
concerns regarding excessive parental
involvement in scudcncs' academic and
extracurricular activities.
This discussion brought back vivid
memories of alarm voiced by similar
universiry personnel in 1973 ac Phillips
University where I was chair of the Geology
Departmenc, only at that time it was
because of a !.ult of parental involvement.
This was the period when students were
demonstrating throughout the country
to bring to our attention the devastating
consequences of color and gender
discrimination, the enormous loss of life and
failure of the Vietnam War, the shorr and
long range effects of pollution and the lack
of policies to allow students a voice in any of
the universities' decision making.
In the process, many of them were
jailed, beaten and even shoe (the Kent
Stace shooting in May 4, 1970 where
four students were killed and nine were
wounded by the National Guard as they
were demonstrating against the American
invasion of Cambodia ordered by President
Nixon}. Following chis tragedy, most of the
universities, colleges, high schools and even
elementary schools were closed due co the
strike by more chan 8 million students.
In the 1973 meeting at Phillips
University, most of the faculty and
administracors were highly critical of
parents for their lack of involvement in the
college years of their sons and daughters.
They believed parcncs were not influencing
their children's l:X:havior, decision-making
processes and extracurricular activities,
exactly the opposite of critics at the April
11, 2005 meeting ac EIU.
ls it reasonable to expect chat the same
parents who belted their children in car
scats from infancy, cheered them in spores,
plays, and musicals, guarded and guided
chem through childhood innocence and
teenage dangers, experienced their happiness
and disappointments, and arc now paying
their fuitldrhnd fees, leave their precious

sons and cLi.ughcers behind in universiry
environments where opportunities for
success and failures abound to suddenly
disengage from chem?
As a dcparanenc chair for a very long
time, I observed chat students whose parents
were concerned abouc their class attendance,
grades and extracurricular aetivities generally
did significantly better in order not to
disappoinc their parents. Tangible and
intangible parental support, particularly in
rhe early years of college experiences, is very
crirical as students begin charring their own
futures.
University faculty and sea.ff solely develop
rhe requirements and expectations for
our scudents and facilitate accomplishing
chem. Parents are not in the classrooms,
committees, residential areas, scudios or in
the field. We set the tone and examples for
our students to emulate.
In order not to give a self serving
impression, I will not talk about my own
department faculcy. I visiced two of my
colleagues' classes, Bonnie Irvin and Bud
Fischer, and talked extensively with their
students.
Both challenge students in the class
to cultivate their critical and reflective
chinking, assign and encourage chem co
participate in the university's governance
decisions and extracurricular activities.
More importancly, they themselves, are
very accive in the university's deliberations.
Noc only do they reach these things
co scudenrs, they practice their own
expectations.
I believe the collaborative efforcs
between parents and universities arc a
critical faccor in our scudcnts' success and we
should never diminish the role of parents.

I ADAM TESTA

How soon
we forget
Sunday marks a day of remembrance
in England.
Over 400 yt.-ars ago, Guy Fawkes and
12 ocher conSpirators attempted to blow
up Parliament and destroy the English
government.
The conspirator:. were disgruntled at
KingJamo for noc bringing Catholicism
to England.
However, their ploc co descroy
Parliament went awry when one of the
conspirators alerced a relative who was a
member of the Privy Council as co the
threat.
Fawkes was caught and executed for
treason against his country.
That night, the people of England
lie bonfires and celebrated che fact that
their country had been saved from chis
potential act of terrorism.
For centuries afterward, the night
has been remembered as Bonfire Night.
Throughout the centuries. the meaning
of the night hai. been forgocccn and
people now celebrate it as a day of
nationalism.
Things like chis seem to happen all
the time.
The meanings and symbolisms
behind celebrations are often lose over
time.
And chis docs not only happen
in places like England, ic happens
right here in America more than the
American people probably realire.
Easter is a time to celebrate che
resurrection of Jesus Christ, but today,
ic is cclebraced with candy. baskets and a
bunny chat painrs eggs.
The Fourth ofJuly is a time to
cdebrace the birth of our nation. But
for most Americans, the Fourth is now
jusc a day co light off fireworks and have
family cookouc.s.
How about Parrioc Day?
While the date of Sepcember 11 is
not yet known on a large scale as Patriot
Day, one muse wonder how long ic will
be before chis just becomes another day
of patriotism.
The day will probably always be
remembered as the day chat changed
America, but how many people in
the future will remember whac cruly
happened chat day?
Only five year~ later, many people
seem co simplify che day's events to the
desrruccion of the World Trade Ccncer.
Everyone remembers what happened
in New York chat day, but for how long
will people remember the tragedy at the
Pentagon and Flight 93?
Many people living coday will
remember che events for their lives, but
with each passing generation, people
will begin co lose che real grasp of the
meaning and significance of the day.
In 400 years, will people remember
the tragedy of chc Sepe. 11 terrorise
attacks or will they simply remember
chat it is a day for the nation to mourn
and remember?
When one scops co think about
ic, he or she will realize the shame of
celebrating these days without cruly
understanding their significance.

Adam
Testa
Adam Testa is a senior journalism major. He
can be reached at adamtesta@gmail.com.

Alan
Baharlou
Alan Baharlou 1s a professor and chair of the
geology/geography department.
He can be reached at ababarlou@eiu.edu.
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fl Sweet melodies fl

Jazz students immerse themselves in their music in and out of the classroom
ly Tearm Rllffi•

. . . . . . . . . Elpert

Campus Reporter

Once abstract runes are muted
and Friends & Co. dears che room,
~cc jazz students cake their bows
and retreat co school work and
hectic schedules.
Justin
Angelo, a music
studies and composition graduate
student, said playing instruments
and producing a sound from it was
something that sort of happened.
"I always picked ouc melodies,"
he said. "I remember listening co
songs on 1V and on radio and cry
to figure out che note."
Charleston may offer a quiet,
and family-orienced atmosphere.
D'Angelo, however, said he prefers
the fasc life a big city offers to
continue a career in music.
"Ir doesn't matter what 1 do as
long as ic involves music," he said.
Workload for graduate srudenrs
demands hours of dedication.
D'Angdo has a few classes, but
he also helps in classes and grades
papers.
The rest of his evening is
filled with practice and music
composition.
Yee he said he always makes time
for personal endeavors.
"Some of the greatest musicians
chat ever lived were some of the
most unbalanced people," he said.
"You just have co do what works for
you."
Sophomore Garret Schmidt said
balance may not be an issue as long
as one what he or she is doing.
"Musicians make their music
their lives," Schmidt said. "For some
people chat is all they have."
As a music education and jazz
srudies major, music is all his life
consisrs of currently.
Some days arc long and Schmidt
ends up having late night dinners.
"Music helps you realize chat
there are ocher things out there than
what you already know," he said.
For Schmidt, playing an
instrument was something chat was
expected of him because his two
older brothers played inmumenrs.
The born has become part of his
identity.

...... This form is CCJl'Sidered the
heart of jazz. It's standird form is 12
bars based on the tonic, domitant
and~ chords. The tempo
1s varies, and the modd fange5 from

-~to~ tO satire.
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Justin D'Angelo, 6amt Schmidt

anCf :Josh Marais al Eastern jazz
students - perfotli1 at Friends ft Co.
Read the sttxy II 0n the Verge on
pages
EllC HI.TB I THE DAILY WTEll IEWS
Justin OeAngelo, a music composition graduate student, practices with
the jazz ensemble on Wednesday afternoon in the north gym of McAfee.

"I lee the born do the talking,"
he said. "Music inspires me to be
better."
Unlike ocher aspiring musicians,
he never thought of giving an
awards speech. He's certain he'll
become a teacher.
Junior josh Marcus said music
has been a part of his life since he
was a kid.
His father played bass for a
southern gospd choir.
When he was 8 years old. he
began playing the drums for church
and since then he has developed an
ear for music.
"Wherever there was a gap, I
always tried co fit in," Marcus said.
The Wayne Shorter Quartet
band, modern jazz, is his favorite

band right now because they perform
in improvisational exchange and
they're doing something different,
according co Marcus.
What he loves most about music,
particularly jazz, is the connections
people make.
"We learn things so we can come
together with someone you don't
know," he said.
Day co day. Marcus spends time
either in class or paccice.
He feels musicians need to have
balance.
"I am a living cesrimony," Marcus
said. "(You) gotta keep cabs on
yourself and gotta keep working."
Even though Marcus enjoys
playing in the bars, he also
sees the importance of going to

school.

"If you

i' bad enough,
you'll get there," he said.
In the next 5 co 10 years, Marcus
sees himself playing in a big city like
New York.
Sam Fagaly, director of jazz
srudies, said it is satisfying for
scudcnts co find a way to express
themselves and fulfill calenc and
balance is needed.
want
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modem jazz. It started as a rebelon
against the confinements of swing's
~melody and thythm. It's
characterized ~the flatted fifth,
a more CXM1lplex s1rucUe and a
harmonJc tocus-as opposed to a

melodic foaJs.
-Yahoo enc)'dopecla

"That's part of being a healthy,
happy human being in whatever
you're pursuing," Fagaly said.
School, as well as playing
outside of school, benefits Marcus.
D'Angdo and Schmidt.
"Them going and playing ouc
Thursdays helps chem to put into
practice in the real world the things
they learn in classroom," Fagaly
said.
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I VACCINATIONS

Health Service gears up for new HPV strains
BJ Jaclyn Gorski
Health Reporter

Heath Service offers preventative
options to ensure studenrs stay
healthy during the last few and
coldest weeks of the semester.
There are a few shors srudcnrs
should be aware of in order to
keep themselves healthy. Eastcm's
Health Service provides the option
of the human papilloma virus, or
HPV, shors, said Nita Shrader, an
administrative nurse at Health
Service.
However, Health Service has
not ordered the immunization
shots this year. In order co order
HPV shots, Health Service must
have at least 10 names of people
who definitely wane co have the

shot and Health Service has not
gotten the fust I 0 names.
The HPV shors come in a series
of three shots and each shot coses
becwcen $120 and $130, Shrader
said. "There are over 100 scrains
of HPV," Shrader said. "There are
some dangerous strains than others,
" Shrader said.
The more dangerous strains
of HPV do cause cervical cancer,
while the less dangerous ones don't.
Some strains of HPV can also cause
genital warts in women and men.
The Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center has a similar procedure.
"We order them (HPV shoes) as
we need them," said Jerry Esker,
direcror of pharmaceutics at Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center.
Sarah Bush provides the HPV

BOOGIE
IOIUllAG
IS RACKI

shoes in its medical offices but not
in the hospital portion of the health
center, Esker said. "It would be
given co healthy women becween
the ages of 9 and 24."
There arc no symptoms for
HPV, Shrader said. The only way
to know if someone has HPV is
through abnormal pap smears. "It's
dangerous in women."
However, in men, it's less
dangerous than in women. "Most
of the time ic (HPV) is sexually
tranSmitced," Shrader said.

Flu season approaches
Srudenrs should also be aware of

BOONDOCKS

Bu season.
"Most srudents have the wrong
idea of the influenza," Esker said.
The flu is not vomiting and head
colds. "It's a respiratory disease,"
Esker said. Some symptoms of the
Bu arc high fevers, headaches, body
aches, and sore throats.
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center carries 8,000 flu vaccines,
Esker said. About 6,000 of the
flu vaccines are being distributed
to members of the community,
while the other 2,000 arc free co
employees.
Health Service offered flu
clinics on Oct. 10 and 17 and

are planning to hold cwo more at
Eastem's recreational center from 4
to 6 p.m., today.
"All EIU students have access to
the free flu shors at the free clinic
and at Health Service," said Rachel
Fisher, promotions coordinator at
the Health Education Resource
Center.
During the rwo Oetober clinics,
Health Service gave shoes co 268
srudents, Shrader said. For the two
clinics this week, Health Service
ordered 900 shots.
In order co get the flu shot, the
person cannot have a fever at the
ti.me of the shoe, Fisher said.

I AARON McGRUDER

Park Place Apartments
on the comer of7th & Grant

at

nexr co the Union

CHARLESTON

NON SEQUITUR

LANES!

I WILEY MILLER

NOW SHOWING

Thursdays from I Opm-1 am

$ 12 PER PERSON

FOR2007

includes: bowling, shoes, &

l, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments

FOUR $I VOUCHERS
Tuesdays: $1 game

QJt>-c\<

()f}~d(.

Qll~cj::. Qll~k

~t-c.~ Qill>-Cf<"

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID

13 I 0 E Street, Charleston
217.345.6630

'

Contact -Jennifer
.)48.1479
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NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Ke rasotes

Movies with Magic
;;- 6.
FREE REFILL ON POPCORN & SOFT DRINKS
VISIT us ONLINE Al www.KERASOTES.COM
Join the Fove Buck Club at •·.ww hvehuckclub.net

SHOWTIMES FOR OCT 30 - NOV 2

WILL ROGERS TH EATRE
CHARLESTON-1-300-FANDANGO 1556;;
s2.1s - AU. SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM

s3.so -

ALL EVENING SHOWS

GRUDGE 2 (PG 13)
DAILY7:00

lbe~.turUorkltmtl

Do you have

~

but your hair
stylist doesn't?

r••t•*
•• l•*
h:JJ.'la o:Jl.aQn
o::n

..

~treel

FLYBOYS lPG 13)
DAILY6:45

can help!

~~

345-4567

s5 All

Shows Before NOON

fnday.

SJlurda~

Sunday & Hohdays

SAW Ill (R) ON TWO SCREENS
4:10 5:15 7:00 8:00 9:45 10:30
THE PRESTIGE (PG 13) 4:20 7:15
10:10
FLICKA (PG) 4:00 6:15 8:30
MAN OF THE YEAR (PG 13) 3:50
6:50 9:30
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH (PG 13)
5:00 7:30 10:00
THE DEPARTED (R) 6:05 9:20
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE:
THE BEGINNING (R)
5:30 7:45 10:20
OPEN SEASON (PG) 4:30 6:40
8:45
THE GUARDIAN (PG 13) 4:45 8:15
BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT fAtlOANGO.COM

WE DELIVER!
Best Chicago-style
Chinese food in town
Mon: 4pm-9pm
Tues-Thurs: 11 am-9pm
Fri-Sat: 11 am-1 Opm
Sun: 11 am-9pm

348-1232
1140 Lincoln Ave.
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ACROSS
1 LakeSl~
between
Michi~an and
Ontario
6 Ones turning on
stoves?
14 Informal greeting
15 1966 Frank
Sinatra hit
16 Exotic locale in
old literature
and song
17 Had nowhere to
go but up
18 Boxer Tommy,
loser to Joe
Louis in a 1937
title bout
19 Successor to
Goldberg on the
Supreme Court
20 X-_ (big, In
commercial
names)
21 Popular
weekend event

Crossword

23 Arizona's _
Canyon Dam
24 Where Dick
Cheney grew up
25 Peak
26 Sidestepped
28 It may be found
under an
umbrella
29 Decorative
covers
30_acid
(preservative)
31 Matched
32 Deeply tan
33 Very loosely knit
34 Emulate a base
runner?
35 Lion prey
36 Sword
swallowing, e.g.
40 W.W. II map:
Abbr.
41 M·1 rifle
inventor

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
SOOTIESTIASCENT
T 0 LE RA T E
N0 0 NE R
0 Z I E K UJ E GRA Z I E
SENSE•ONBUTTONS
0 0 H• L I S I R 0 DE~NTES•SM E E
AW A R D SA!! A ~ • E L L
I N NE~TA'K
POR G y
T E K• E VA~C c AS
T R EK•ASKTO
TI R E
- L AR K• E U R
A L TA V I ST A• E E L E 0
XIEXIEIOB R I GA 00
ENROOT
NA R C OT I C
S K I NNY EG RE s s E S

Edited by Will Shortz

No.0922

42 Be in
preparation
43 Totally unlike
45 Star of "The
One," 2001
46 Free
47 Old-fashioned
buildings in the
English
countryside
48 Excerpts
49 *Same lime,
Next Year"
happening
DOWN
1 Refuse
2 Major defense
contractor
3 Omniscient
4 Name jewelry
5 Literally, "king"
6 Slipped out of
1 Magician's forte
8 Diamond datum
9 Chinese menu
word
10 Last: Abbr.
11 Fifth of five
12 As above
13 Like some
differences
15 Athletes Jim
and Ian
19 Had nothing
22 Ghost of
literature
23 Yellowstone
sigh~

35

43
46
48

Puzzle by S'*"f 0. Bi.cbnl

25 Lacks what it

30 Hit With an

takes
261978 and 1986
World Cup
winner
27 Masters
28 Reacted
kittenishly
29 Bullied, in a
way, with •on•

errant pitch,
maybe
32 Certain salts
34 Tower's end?

36 Carrier whose

logo is an
eight-pointed
star

37 Like craft shows
38 Early

Europeans
39 It's a surprise
41 Many a charity
event
44 "Zoboomafoo"
network
45 Bit

For answers, call 1·900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1·888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/Xwords.
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for rent

Available Fall '07: 2, 3, 4, & 5

'•'

for rent

11/17

r•'

for rent

bedroom houses and duplexes.

UNIQUE PROPERTIES is now

semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

East oi Campus. near Buzzard.

leasing for the 2007-2008 school

rcm!fltals.com or call 345-5821
for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _11/03

'•'

for rent

r•'

for rent

Available Jan 31st .1 BR Apt.

•

help wanted

00

Water & Trash included, off street

6 bedroom house close to campus,

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.

parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St

year! Call today to schedule an

3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,

348-8249 111 O 6th Street House-

which operates group homes for

appointment to look at any of

Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,

l 1/2 blocks North of Old Main.

Apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

our 3 bedroom fully furnished

washer and dryer. Available for

Completely remodeled in 2005. 6

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.

disabilities currently has various

Immediate Availability: 2 and 1

apartments at excellent locations:

the 06-07 school year for more

bedroom house, 2 baths, washer,

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007

bedroom duplex. WID Newly

Millennium

info www.poteeterentals.com or

2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS

remodeled.

trash

on 9th, Campus Edge, Panther

dryer. Trash senrice included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

included $550 & $325/month.

Heights, The East View, Century

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.

VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES

Charleston. Applicants must be

Call 348-7733 or 512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/08

Crossing& The Atrium. 217-345-

5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

348-8249 1103 6th Street House-

AT www.eiprops.com or call

18, have HIS Diploma or GEO

5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11117

bath, Large bedrooms completely

l 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.

345-6210/549·0212

and a valid drivers license. Paid

remodeled new carpet, stove,

2 story 3 bedroom apartment,

Lantz on sec.ond street 1532.

PROFESSORS,

OR

refrigerator. Enclosed back porch

washer & dryer. Trash service

SPRING 07'

Two story Duplex. 3 at $210, 4 at

FAMILIES:

Very Nice Duplex

and dining room. Available for

UNITS AVAILABLE.

$230. 10 m<>n!h. Small Deposit.

Available in December: 3 BR,

the 06-07 school year for more

included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

345-6868
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/08.

2 BA. Fireplace, Cathedral &

info www.poteeterentals.com or

Beautiful 2 story house-furnished.

Vaulted Ceilings, 2-car Garage,

Available Aug 07'. 2-7 Bedroom

WID, Nice Neighborhood, A

217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

homes.

Must See! $900/mo. 217-345-

of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037

5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

-----~-~11/10

3 BR Apartments for 2007-

UNIVERSITY

2008 school year!

STREET. 348-8406

water and

07-08 1st house across from

Place,

Courtyard

STAFF

I

GREAT

LOCATIONS. All •campus side•

Available

August

07'.

2-

Seconds

217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

CAMPUS

Background check is completed

furnished leather furniture, 2 1/2

2-3-4

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING

bath, full basement with washer

DUPLEXES ANO APARTMENTS.

TERM

and dryer, central air, large yard.

FALL 2007. All CAMPUS SIOEI

You may also visit www.ryle.com

For school year 2007-2008.

345-6100

for more information about our

BR.

2007.

DELUXE

4

HOUSE ADJACENT TO
AT

1426

7th

1

block north of O'Brien Field on

BEDROOM

in bedrooms, Dishwashers &

YEAR.

Garbage Disposals and Morel

4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM

(NorthwestBus1nessCenter,across

HOUSES,

www.jbapartments.

com

from fairgrounds) - Charleston.

companies. EOE

1st St. $300 month. Call Jan

of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11110

bedroom available Jan 07' $225/

Criminal

be picked up at 689 Castle Drive

FOR

217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

training is provided.
1-4 BEDROOM

For 7-8 girls. Hardwood floors,

Spacious Living Rooms &Vanities

House for rent 910 Madison. 4

________ oo

available in 3 homes located in

6100 www.jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

LOCATIONS.All "campus side"

homes.

HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS

part time and full time positions

prior to hiring. Applications may

from Campus, Fully Furnished,

bedroom

individuals wjth developmental

SIDE! CALL FOR DETAILS 345-

GREAT

7

Developmental Foundations Inc

00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _11/16

345-8350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

NOW LEASING for Fall 07-

Exceptionally economical!

locations.some include wireless

day, no experience necessary.

bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished

internet. Call for details 345·

Training available 800-965-6520

HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND

for a single or couple. $385mo

ext 239

APARTMENTS.

FOR MORE

for l or $430mo for 2. (112 ol

7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or

2007-2008

SCHOOL

VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,

1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great

!BARTENDING! Up to $250/

month. Call 217-276-7326
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10

For Lease Fall 2007 1 through

INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
}

duplex) l block north of 0'9rien

6

COM OR CALL US AT (217)493-

Field.- For school ~ear 2007-{t .2 f,.e}son apt. w/garage WID in

AdVertising

VILLAGE

locations. Great rates 217-346-

7559.

2008. Call Jan 345-8350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

basement. Quite area No Pets

Wanted: Fill out application 0

Short lease For details call 345·

Student Publications Office in

Now renting Fall 07'/Spring

7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Buzzard

RENTALS

Renting

bedroom

houses.

Great

for 207-2008 1& 2 bedroom

3583 or 217-549-2454

apartments with laundry facilities

eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

and 3 bedroom houses. Close to

WWW.

- - - - - - - . - - - 00
Available January 07, 2 bedroom,
l bathroom apartment. Close to

08' 9th Street Apartments. 3&4
bedroom

campus. Call 217-345-2516
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11114

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &. 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE

campus. $460 total 512-9528
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3 male roomates for 5 bdrm

TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO

LADIES GREAT HOUSE FOR 6 AT

lease

and security

required. No pets 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

D, close to campus. 1520 2nd St.

CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Please call (8151 651-7770 ask

Pari< Place Apartments: 1 unit

LOCATION, ANO PRICE. 345·

apts. security and lease required.

for Justin.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

available immediately call ior

5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

house for Spr. '07. $260/mo, WI

128 POLK STREET. 2 BEDROOM

details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

1521 lST STREET. 10-MONTH

Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08'

LEASE.

QUALITY,

751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom

7 bedroom house near Old Main.

Phone.

2 1/2 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,

between Marty's and lkes. Please

LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM

2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with

call (630) 479-0303 if found!

furnished leather furniture. 10

dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or

University Village. 4 bedroom

354-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

houses $450/per person. All

CAR

AVAIL IMMED large apt, l or 2

FURNISHED

person Central air, w/d, garage.

AT 1521 lST STREET.

NICE, AIR. $625/mo. (630) 707-

No

ECONOMICAL.

4470.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15

jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

LEASE. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

PANTHER

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

FALL 2007 5,4,3,2 BEDROOM

PADS

is

renting

www.

APARTMENTS
VERY

10-MONTH

3 and 4 bedroom $ 285-$300.
Trash,fumished and parking. Call

exceptionally nice houses for

Extremely Close to Campus.

the 2007-2008 school year.

Across

Houses range in size from 6-

Fumished.CallTodayforLowered

APARTMENTS. 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

10 bedrooms, are very well-

Rates. Grantview Apartments.

3 bedroom apartments, walking

Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,

maintained, and only 1 block

345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

distance to campus." Sign lease

Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage

in November for 07-08' school

Included. 345·6967

at www.pantherpads.com or call

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

year. 10% discount on 1st months

345-3148 for details.par _ _

BR Apts. available for second

rent.345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

from Lantz. Please check us out

from

Lantz.

Fully

HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH

235-0405 or 254-0754

________ oo
Houses and Apartments of All

utilities included.345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
•••••••.. •• .. •••Fall 07-08 Many

Heights Apts. aka Subway Apts

for sale

stove, refrigerator, microwave,
high miles, cared for, leather,

EXCELLENT

LOCATIONS;

7746 or www.CharlestonlLApts.

heat,

6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON

·2 bedroom furnished apt with

Non-student Classified Rates

$1500, 217-348-6492.

LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,NC

stove, refrigerator, microwave.

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

AND

FACILITIES.

3 blocks from E side of EIU.

WATER,TRASH

SERVICES

$445 1 person, $250 each 2

Good investment house next to

Trash paid.

campus For Sale. Commercial-

ANO OFF STREET PARKING

people.

INCLUDED.Perfect for serious

12th St. Call 348-7746 or www.

Students

C!'arlestonlLAp!S.COf1l

•

'

• • ...

'~

2001 S.

400W

Kenwood

CD.

Sublessor needed to rent a 1
bdrm in a 4 bdrm apartment.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/03

Spring '07, $325 or lower/month.
Preferably male. Contact Mike O

Rating 217-348-8408
•

sublessors

power w!l/seat, remote ul, AC/

com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

...

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10

New 1 bedroom apt. WID,

month 117 W. Polk. Call 348-

I '

(2nd&Lincoln} Call Mary O 773·
320-9131

PROPERTIES,

or. • couples.348·

WANTED:

plus utilities(some free). Royal

00

W

LAUNDRY

ROOMMATE

roommates

348-7746.•••••••••••••••
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

07-08'.PP&

NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON

~ ~

Starting as low as $240 mo. PP.

1992 Bonneville SE Runs good.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/3

Spring 2007 Semester $275/mo

dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/

1 BLOCK AND 11/2 BLOCKS

Lost Saturday night

New 1,2,3 and 4nBR APTS

1 bedroom apartments fro August
2

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

lost & found

No pets.348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

VERY

345-7286

bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air

LOST: Chocolate Verizon Cell

1

pets.

-------~00

6

217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

GREAT

DETACHED GARAGE.

BUNGALOW.

Houses near Rec Center,

Representative

. .

.

•

847-636-6974.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

,
M. • • " • • • ., • .. • • ' • • • • • • • , , •

8249, www.ppw1e1tals.com- • - • • ·-·-----------~---·_ __,f;...;.,-.~*·-...............,.._..,,..,.._,..,
• .,,
• ..,.,•.,..,......,...~ 1,~,• ..••••.......... • '•'• •• •t. '.'•"•'• • •"•..,•
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H·ospital wastes
less to save more
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
System saves $300,000
annually and consequently
wins award for second year
By Chris Essig
Senior Gty Repof ter

llOlll lE TUFELET I CHICA&O TKllUIE I MCT
Gov. Rod Blagojevich receives an endorsement in the race for governor from members
of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Handgun Violence during a press conference at the
governor's campaign headquarters in Chicago on Tuesday.

Laura Bush stumps for Republicans
SCHAUMBURG - In another sign of
just how important Illinois is in the battle for
concrol of the U.S. House, first lady Laura
Bush encouraged Republicans Thursday to
gee everyone they know to the polls next week
co help two candidates in eight congressional
races.
Bush also put in a plug for GOP
gubernatorial candidate Judy Baar Topinka,
as a new poll shows Democrats leading in
every race for statewide office.
Hundreds turned out for the Republican
rally with Bush, who heaped praise on Pecer
Roskam, David McSwceney and Topinka.
..They need your support and our country
needs them," she told the cheering crowd.
Thursday rught, Gov. Rod Blagojevich

laid out bis goals if given a second term in a
speech at a pipcficcers union hall in the south
Chicago suburb of Mokena. Blagojevich
said he wants to invest $100 millipn in seem
cell research, bring universal health care to
Illinois and expand a veterans health care
program.
"This election is important because it's all
about the direction of this st.ate," Blagojevich
said.
Republican candidates gushed about the
value of Bush's appearance, especially when it
comes to appealing co women voters.
..She was very direct and said 'Gee the
vote out' and I think people heard chat and
arc energized by ic," said~, who faces
Democrat Tammy DuckWoi:tli.

n Search

another university and is lacer fired because
his or her information is made public, those
who leaked che information could be che
subjeccs of legal action.
Following Barron's report, Cynthia
Nichols, director of the office of Civil Rights
and Diversity also addressed che board abouc
civil righcs and diversity consideracions of the
search. She distributed information about
the general campus recruianenc strategies
and topics co consider wliile screening
candidates.
Also, Webb emphasized President
Hencken's statement that he will noc be
involved in che search.
"He indicated to the board chat he wanr.s
to have no part in selecting the next presidenc
of Eastern Illinois Universicy," Webb said.
However, the committee will keep him
updated on the rimeline. Hencken's conrracr
expires June l, but he has agreed co scay in
his position until a replacement is found.
"If chis committee can't pick an
outstanding presidenc, I don't know where
we'd gee one," Webb said.
The committee will meet over breakfast
wich Hairston 7 a.m., next Wednesday in
che Blair Hall Conference Room.

FROM PAGE 1

She will be spending two days on
campus next week to meet with university
consricuents, and will also hold an open
meeting for anyone inceresred in the search.
Her e-mail address will be available co
anyone in the community who might wane
co concacc her about che search.
"'We arc trying to set up a completely
transparent process as we go through these
seeps," Webb said.
Also at the meeting, Joe Barron, general
counsel co the university, explained the
Open Meetings Act and Con.fidencialiry
Requirements to the committee.
Information about applicants is to be
kept confidential until later in the process,
and the committee has co abide by that
requirement.
"Mainly, ic's common sense of being
careful," Barron said. He gave an example
for why confidentiality is important in the
process.
If an applicant is a sirring presidenr at

» Contract
FROM PAGE 1

The UPI cencative agreement still awaiting
ratification by the union spans from Sept.
1, 2006 co Aug. 31, 2010 and will affect
approximately 600 employees. The estimated
cost increase over che four-year-agreement
corals $9,263,800.
The Carpenters Local cencative agreement
spans from May 1, 2006 co April 30, 2009
and will affccc 21 employees. The estimated
cost increase over the chree-year-agreernenc
tocals $97,150.
The IFOPLC cencacive agreemenc spans
from July l, 2006 to June 30, 2009 and

will affccc 17 employees. The estimated cost
increase over the chrce-year-agreement totals
$108,990.
Also on the agenda for today's meeting is
a report by Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs. He will report on student
accivities on campus to update che board
about copies of campus life.
"Keeping che board informed of what we
do is an important part of these meetings,"
Hencken said.
Alumni and technology reports will also
be presenced ac the meeting.
Call co order will be at 1 p.m., followed
immediately by executive session. The public
meeting should resume around 1:30 p.m. in
che Grand Ballroom of the Martin Lucher
King Jr. University Union.

For two decades che Wascc Managemenc
and Research Center and che Governor of
Illinois have given out Pollution Prevention
Awards co companies who excel in
protecting che environment and boosting the
economy.
For the second year in a row, Sarah Bush
Lincoln Healch Syscem, located in Mattoon,
won an award, along with 23 ochers.
One of che reasons SBLHS won again is
the hospical has a committee chac ex.amines
ways co improve conservation efforts.
Members of the Illinois Deparanenc of
Natural Resources, Illinois Environmencal
Protection Agency, and che Illinois
Department of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity are on the commiccee and are
a "big help," said Jeff Nichols, manager of
environmenc services for SBLHS.
The company also has a 10 year energy
plan, now in its third or fourch year that
"looks at what (SBLHS) can do to preserve
energy," Nichols.
One of the ways they are doing this is by
switch from Tl 2 lighting bulbs co TS bulbs.
To aid their efforts, che company
conducted a building energy audit which
allowed chem co see how much energy the
company uses and how much it costs.
The company also conducred a waste
audit in which chey collected all che wasce
the company had in 24 hours and decermines
which department deposited what types of
waste.
One of chc outcomes, still in progress,
is che use of vermicomposcing co eliminate
food waste.
This is done by first grinding up che food
waste. A food pulper then cxtracr.s all the
liquid ouc of the waste and turns it into pulp
food.
The pulp food is fed co red wiggler worms
thac eat and digest che pulp and produce
casting, che richesr nucrienc on Earth.
Cascing can be used to plant trees, shrubs,
and other wildlife.
According co a food audic the company
did, they used about 400 pounds of food a
day.
With vermicomposting, they would use
only 70 pounds a day, Nichols said.
The company also gives their outdated
electronics to Recycling for Illinois Inc. who
reclaims precious metals out of the products,
Nichols said.
Some of che measures che company cook
benefit their customers. One example is the
using of a cleaning produce chat contains
orange II.
The product nor only cleans the floors,
carpets, steel, and windows but is also "Earth
friendly and people friendly," Nichols said.
In ocher words it is environmentally safe
and less harsh on humans.
Nichols said this is especially crue for

» Dumpster
FROM PAGE 1

On-looking students walked by wich
quizzical looks on their faces.
After all was sorted and bagged, Allen
Rache weighed all of che findings. Rache
works for che recycling dcparcrnenc. He
estimated that 40 to 60 per~nc of chc crash

GARY Miu.ER I
ASSISTANT DIRtCTOR OF WMRC

"(These companies)
are not just producing a
product, but are being
environmentally friendly
at the same time."

people wich asthma.
Jn all, the company saves about $300,000
a year because of cheir actions, said N ichols.
The companies chac won the awards
combined also save a scartling amount of
money per year - about $200 million.
On cop of that, they reduce land-fill waste
by more than 13 million pounds and reduce
water supply by more than 45,200 gallons
per year, said Gary Miller, assistant director
of WM RC
The WMRC decide who should be
nominated by nor only chc amount of waste
that is eliminated buc how toxic che waste is.
Two people review every applicarion and
a group consensus of about I 0 people including engineers, scientists, and staff chat
work in chc field and wich che companies rate che company on a scale of 1 to 10.
The group then visits che site, makes a
fin11 decision on who should be nominated
and sends chat list to the Governor's office,
Miller said.
"We look for companies chat go beyond
whac is required by the law and regulations,"
Miller said.
He said chat besides reducing wasce,
pollucion prevention has ocher benefits for
companies. le can save energy, which reduces
costs, and can make the company more
efficient and competitive.
"("These companies) are not jusc producing
a produce but are being environmencally
friendly at the same rime," Miller said.
This year around 30 companies applied.
Miller said one of the reasons char the
majority of chose who apply also win is
because chose companies have "figured out
what ic takes co win," so if they don'c qualify,
chey don't bother sending in an application.
Five or six of the companies were newcomers, Miller said, while che rest received
che Continuous Improvement award
for cheir on-going efforts in reducing
pollution.
SBLHS's initial plan in preventing
pollution has been built on since ic began,
one of the reasons they have won cwo years
in a row.
Nichols compared it co the foundations
of a home, which starts with the walls and
goes from there.
Miller said char the WMRC and SBLHS
have been working togecher for several years
and he's "very impressed by the energy and
effort they put into" preventing pollution.
SBLHS is one of the leading hospitals in
Illinois in eliminating waste materials, Miller
said.
"Charleston should be proud."

in the dumpster should have been recycled.
Eastern was recently awarded by che
Environmental Proccccion Agency wich a
WasteWise award, an extremely high honor
presented co only one university in the nation
each year. Eastern won chis year because of
che campus's attempt co recycle.
Despite the award Bares said, "Srudents
still need co be conscious and aware of che
chings chey throw away because most of che
crash in here could have been recycled."
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n Test
FROM PAGE 12

While Heffner has passed che
ball well, Java.rris Williams' has run
the ball just as effectively. He leads
the OVC in rushing with more than
130 yards per game.
"Pick your poison," Bellantoni
said. "Are you going ro stop the

quarterback in the pass game and
the quarterback in the run game
or are you going co rry and stop
Javarris Williams?"
TSU head coach James Webster
isn't afraid to lee other reams know
what chey are doing.
"You've got ro ride your horse,"
he said. "I'm jusc excited char we got
chat guy."
Hutson admitted this is a
must-win game for a ream that was

undefeated last year in the OVC.
"We gocra win chis game to scay
in the playoff race,"·he said. "I don't
know how much more ro state the
importance of this game."
Bellantoni said worrying about
other reams isn't going to get chem
into che poscseason.
"All chat is just nervous energy
wasted," he said. "It's either win
and the dream lives or lose and che
dream is over."

paths to classes that most students
have, he's played on the same field a.s
the currenc Panther team does. An
unassuming guy from Burlington.
Wis., is the new "it" man in che
United Scares sports culrure.
"What we're allowed to do, we
will do in recruiting to make sure
they know Romo is a member of the
Dallas Cowboys and he's staning
righc now," said Eastern acting head
coach Mark Hutson.
After three years of coiling as
the backup for America's ream and
having spot-TV time when brought
on co hold for kicks, Romo is now
cencer stage. Something that his
former teammates are well aware
"Honestly, I thought 'don't blow
it Tony,"' said senior tight end
Adam Parsill. Parsill played as a true

freshman in the 2002 season when
Romo was a fifth-year senior.
Parsill caught five passes for 47
yards and chree rouchdowns while
playing with Romo.
"Tony always had a football in
his hand," Parsill said. "He'd always
be throwing it around."
So much so that he wore a hole
in his couch's armrest at his house
during his time ac Eascern, Parsill
said.
"He would just be throwing the
football at that thing all day long,
non-srop," he said.
And Romo will and should
continue to throw the ball for che
Cowboys the rest of the season.
The quick release and accuracy
he showed in lasr Sunday's game is
something Dallas was sorely lacking
wirh Romo's backup Drew Bledsoe

BlllY PARRISH I

WRESTLING

'

» Daniels
FROM PAGE 12

And Romo did plenty co make

his former teammates and coaches
proud.
Minus his ridiculous impression
of bis boyhood idol Breer Favre,
Romo made a name for himself
- and Eastern Illinois.
The words, 'Tony Romo, Eastern
Illinois' were said by Romo when
the lineups were being introduced
during lase Suhday's game on NBC.
Just ro hear chose words should
bring goose bumps ro anyone chac
cares about Eastern athletics.
An athlete from Eastern is being
recognized on ESPN, NBC and
USA Today. He's walked the same

of.

» Scare

ourpredictions
Sports Editor

Matt Daniels (8-1 )
Eastern 24, Tennessee State 20
Eastern realizes ~s playoff hopes
are on the line and come out and
respond - w~h a dose win in the best
game this season at O'Brien Stadium.
Quarterback Cole Stinson responds from
a dismal past two weeks and his arm will
be the difference in the game.
(lmagine chat. A former No. 2
overall drafr pick now the backup co
a quarterback from Eastern Illinois
who signed with the Cowboys as an
undrafted free agent. Don't worry.
The world hasn't spun off ics axis
-yet).
Romo will be tested again chis
week against the Washington
Redskins. But every game that
comes from Romo is just another
chance for Eastern Illinois to gain
national attention.
"The quarterback for the Dallas
Cowboys is always the star," said
Eastern defensive coordinator Roe
Bellantoni, the only coach on the
current Pancher staff who was here
when Romo played. "You can't have
a guy in a better position than chat.
And hopefully he can be for Eastern
Illinois University what Kurt Warner

As...;... s,.... c. . . .
Santana (8·1)
Tennessee State 27, Eastern 20
The Panthers can't contain TSU's
quarterback Antonio Heffner and fall out
of postseason contention.
Sports Reporter
Matthew Stevens (8 · 1)
Eastern 21, Tennessee State 10
Eastern shows its heart by knocking
off one of the two OVC unbeaten teams.
TSU's season officially ends.
was for (Northern Iowa)."

Warner went on co win a Super
Bowl with the St. Louis Rams and
led rhem to another one.
Talk about Romo leading
che Cowboys to a Super Bowl
championship is premature at chis
point But now chat Romo's in che
position he's in, who knows what
will happen. And, at least for one
week, Duhai knows who his starter
is on his fantasy football team.
"Actually, he is unless Hasselback
gets healthy," he said.
Healthy or not, Romo's made
his mark on Eastern and is now
letting the rest of the nation see his
exploits.
"Ir's good for the school," Parsill
said. "It's good for the community
to see a guy ... come ouc of here and
do some big things in che NFL."

I KENNY ROBERTSON

SOPHOMORE FORWARD

FROM PAGE 12

Eastern never relinquished the
lead from char po inc bywirhscanding
a couple lace Red Devil runs.
The Panthers goc cheir fuse
victory at Lantz Arena since Jan.
28 by out-rebounding che much
smaller Eureka squad 48-33.
The domination on che boards
overshadowed EaStern's 40 percent
shooting from the field and 58
percent ac che foul line.
"We know we are going co make
chose shoes," Parrish said.
"A lot of guys were just hesitant
tonight."
After geq.ing two early fouls in
che first half, Parrish finished che
game wich a game-high 11 rebounds
in 19 minutes.
Eureka College, which ended
lase season 4-22 in che Norchem
Illinois-Iowa Conference, was led
by the inside-out combination of
guard Brady Wildenradc and center
AJ Richard.
Wildenradc had a team-high 17
points and was 5 of 9 from beyond
the arc, mostly on open looks.
Richard added 14 points along with
eight rebounds.
"Eureka made shoes at che end of
clocks, but I chought we defended
them well," Miller said.
"For (an offense) we haven't seen
before, I thought we did a good
job."
Depth became an issue for the
Red Devils lare in the second half
as Eureka committed 26 fouls
throughout che night and had its
two starting post players foul our of
the game.
Freshman guard Romain Martin
introduced himself td the Lantz
Arena crowd by posting eight poincs
(the mosc ofany Panther newcomer)
and hitting cwo crucial three-point
shots in the second half
"We tried to get him more
minutes, and offensively, he's got
that skill package chat he adds
certainly," Miller said.
"That's probably as hard as he's
ever defended in the 24 minutes he
was .m too."
Junior guard Julio Anthony got
che start, but was forced co leave
after suffering a hip pointer and did
not return.
The junior college transfer from
Cowley . Country .<:;ommunity
t

t J

J

College in Arkansas City, Kan., was
seen being attended to by Panthers
trainer Ryan Collins throughout
the first half
"He'll be sore romorrow and I
doubt if he'll play Sarurday," Miller
said.
Eastern plays ics final exhibition
game Saturday againsr Missouri
Valley College at 7:35 p.m. Saturday
at Lantz Arena.

Eastern 71, Eureka 55
EUREKA
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Senior 17 4 pound wrestler Kenny Robertson spars with 184 pound junior Greg Perz during wrestling practice
at Lantz Arena in the wrestling room on Wednesday afternoon. Robertson is coming into his senior year after
finishing 3-2 at the NCAA Championships last March and is recovering from a torn ACL. Robertson is expected
to be out until the end of December because of the injury.

By Amir Prellberg
Staff Reporter

Clayton French knows what
makes Kenny Robertson a strong
wrestler.
"Kenny has a killer instinct and
enjoys hurting his opponents," said
French, Eastern's assistant wrestling
coach. "(Kenny) has this spirit
that you can't teach to anyone and
doesn't hold back."
Robenson is coming inro his
final year of wrestling for Eastern
and is anything but normal. Coming
off his 2005-2006 season, he just
missed being an All-American.
Ho~ever, the anticipation for
Robertson co cry and improve on
his 28-9 record lase season and 32 finish at the NCAA Wrestling
Championships cook a hit when
he core his ACL in the off-season.
Roberrson expects co be back at the
entl of December for the Midtanas·

Tournament at Northwescem.
Robertson has been wrestling
since he was four-and-a-half years
old.
He is fur more interested in
being an All-American than going
our and living the scereocypical
college lifescyle.
Robertson wrestles in the 174pound weight class and muse
constantly maintain his weight.
"The first couple weeks (of
dieting) are the hardest," Robercson
said. "After char it just comes down
.
"
ro a science.
And the science of being
successful on the mat is something
that Robertson has perfected since
arriving at Eastern.
"(Kenny) has had a steady
progression since when he firsc
got here," head coach Ralph
McClausland said. "He is cenacious
on che mat from start co finish. You
never see him give up and throw in
<he rowel."
•I'

'I
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After the season, Robertson
is unsure of his future. There are
a couple possibilities chat he is
looking into.
"Coaching here at Eastern while
I'm in grad school is something I'm
looking into," Robenson said. 'Tm
really not sure what I'll be doing
after this year right now."
Robertson wrestles a nontraditional scyle.
"I wrestle a 'funk' style of
wrescling," he said. " 'Funk' involves
more Bopping around and tangling
up between your opponent. le kind
of looks like a preczel when in
action. It can be more painful co
your opponent if put into the righc
position."
Win or lose, Robertson has had
quice a career at Eastern. Every year
he has improved.
"I do whac I have ro do co win,"
he said. "That has carried over inco
my everyday life and everyday
siEuacidns."

=UiJ sports
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ALL ACCESS WITH

ELLEN CANALE

Iiits

She was named captain

ELLEN CANALE

by her teammates heading
into this season.
She

started

On her nose ring ...

every

n It's something that actually
I was so young from the first time I
wanted one.
We used to go to this beach fair.
And they had magnetic jewelry
there. I always wanted a nose nng
and my mom would let me buy the
magnetic jewelry and I would lose it
with n a da)\
I d be so upset
I was young. Like 7, 8, 9.
Girls had the r ears p erced. I was
ke yeah, whatever, I want ITrf nose

game last season for the
Panthers as a freshman.
This season, she will
be relied upon, along
with

the

other

five

sophomores on the team,

pierced.
It finally got cool again and I finally
turned 18 and ITrf parents were finally
ke "do whatever you want."

to lead Eastern into the
postseason tournament.
She sat down with
Associate Sports Editor
Marco
Tuesday

Santana
and

on
talked

about Italy, Halloween
and Mario Kart.
THE TEAMWENT TO ITALY OVER
BREAK. WHAT WAS THAT LIKE?

On Duals Rodau ...
ERIC HILTIIER I THE DAILY WTERJI NEWS
Sophomore guard Ellen Canale comes back from a solid season during which she started every game. She
comes from a large extended family. Her father, Ralph, has three siblings and her mother, JoAnne, has 11. She
has one brother, Peter, and one sister, Katie.

"We were Mario Kart for Halloween. We all dressed up in our own
characters. Because we play all the time. I was Bowser, Lindsey
(Kluempers) was Donkey Kong, Rachel (Galligan) was Yoshi and
(Megan Edwards) was Princess."

le was amazing.

It's one of those countries rhat
growing up you always say you
·wanr co rravd co, oh Iraly, you've
gor to go there. To go there, co have
it paid for, to have no worries and
everything is caken care of for you,
it was such an experience ro jusc be
able to go and enjoy.
All we had co do was play a
couple of games, and obviously
we love basketball, so it was a winwin for us. Everything chat we saw,
the culture and the history, I love
history and different cultures, I'm
such a creep about chose, I love it.
So going over there I was in love.
Every site, every person, I just sat
and watched, it was so amazing.

coach) Brady (Sallee) cakes it into
consideration and decides who he
wantS to be captain.
It was really nice.
He told me · in an individual
meeting chat a lot of my teammates
voted for me and ir was nice to
know char people respected me and
see me as someone they would like
to see as their leader.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE
WAY YOU PLAY YOUR .GAME?

Aggressive. High energy.
I could get away with a little bit
more (in high school).
Here I rake pride in the face char
I
get
on the Boor and ger after loose
YOU LIVE WITH AU THE OTHER
balls.
SOPHOMORES. WHAT'S IT LIKE?
I bustle and I work bard.
I get really easily excited. So
Ir can be good and bad.
You spend so much time chose are che things chat I chink arc
rogecher. I mean, we have a lot of the best about my game.
outside friends.
Bur there's no one char arc your THAT AGGRESSIVE PlAY GETS lOU
teammates. You're with each ocher
CAWD FOR A LOT OF FOULS.
all che time so it almost makes sense
ro just live together.
(Sallee) has several times cold me
It can be good and bad. You char he would like me co be in the
come home from a bad praceice and game a little bit more.
He used co say there's a reason
someone at practice pushed you
char I gee ro start and play.
down.
You're like "I don't wane ro talk
So if you can just stay in a little
co you right now, I don't wane ro bir longer, char would be great for
look ac you."
you as a player and us as a team. If I
And then there's the times you could jusr stay in the game.
come home and you've had a great
And I would like co stay in the
practice and everyone's pumped game. Ir's nor fun starting every
and excited and everyone's smiling game and averaging less minutes
than a lot of people on the ream.
and the house has gor music on.
It's really frust:raring.
It's just like back home. You live
wich a family. They're my family
I really would like to work on
here. You have a certain sense of char.
He bas a rule where you're our
security when you live like people
'cil the second half. If you gee two,
like chat.
you're our uncil che second half.
I hare char rule, obviously.
YOU WERE VOTED CAPTAIN.
•laughs•
WHAT WAS YOUR REACTION?
Because fm OUC a !or of the time.
I'm the cheerleader, chen.
It was really nice. We vore for
I would like co be able co scay in
captain on our team and then (head ro char second half and be there ar

chC' end of the game.

WHAT ARE ROAD TRIPS LIKE
WITH THE TEAM?
Pun.
We're a fun group of girls.
That is one thing we got lucky
with. A lot of girls go away and it's
hard.
We have grueling hours, grueling
pracrices.
Brady is not easy.
We practice a lot. You know, 2
1/2-3-hour practices. It's not easy
co do.
To have fun, since we're such a
fun group of girls, it really cakes a
lor of the stress and the face chat
you're hurting and you're tired and
all chose things.
On road trips, we have a blast.
We love ro sing, we love to play
video games.
We're big gamers, roo.
I have a PSP and Rachd
(Galligan) and we'll rake rums.
We'll play Grand Theft Auto
and we'll kill each ocher. Or we'll
play NBA Srrectball and we'll have
tournaments and brackets. Ir gees
really intense and people get kind
of upser about ir.
Ir's a pretty big deal for us.

WHO WOULD YOU SAY IS THE
BEST GAMER ON THE TEAM?
Overall, Rachel is a freak about
video games. She loves video
games.
She's gor Playscacion in her
room.
But when it comes ro N64,
Lindsey (Kluempers) dominates.
She is so good. We play Mario

Karr.

We were Jvfario Karr for
Halloween. We all dressed up in our
own characters. Because we play all
che time.
We don't have that much free
time but when we do, we're usually

Mario Kaning.
I was Bowser, Lindsey \Vll!i
Donkey Kong, Rachd was Yo~hi
and (Megan Edwards) was Princess.
People gee so upser, it's so funny.
Lindsey dominates at N64 . No
one can bear her in racing.
I don'r even play against her.
I'm like, 'Tm not playing if
Lindsey is playing because it's not
even fun." Because it's not even fun
because you can't beat her and you
have co settle for second.
And I don't like char.
I chink Lindsey never wenr out
as a kid. I swear. She'll cell me I'm
wrong, I'm wrong, I'm wrong. But
I swear, she never left her living
room.
She was never the kid who went
ourside and played on her bikes.
She was stuck to char TY.
She had co have been, she's so

good.
She is like "No, I went our, I was
fun, I was a kid."
There's no way you're char good
(if) you rode your bike.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE GROWING UP
IN A BIG FAMILY?

n On the team, I'm probably the
most enthUStaSt1c person. It's not so
much enthusiastic, but I have a lot of
passion.
I like to go get it.
I think that he is ... that's why I like
hmso much
He was weird and crart on his
personal I le That alone shows he
was passionate n everything that he
did
It showed o the court, it showed
o h s outs de fe and I J st adm re
that so much
He has so muc oomph and I
e that about people.
0. prega1te da11eiag ...

n I get yelled at a tot.
(Assistant Coach) Anne O'Neil is a
real stickler. She's pretty focused.
She's always tel~ng me "Canale
get your game face on." And I'm like
"This Is it!"

0. football •.•
•• I'm a Packers fan,

unfortunatett, this season. I get a
lot of a ap for that. In my house, we
always watch the Bears game or the
Coltsgame.
My friends from back home chey
love my family.
There were many times when my
friends were like "you wane co go co
the movies?"
I was like, "Nah, I'm going co
my family's house."
I was chat girl, I guess.

WHAT 3 HISTORICAL FIGURES

We're very passionate.
Every one of my family members WOULD YOU WANT TO MEm
are pretty much exactly like me.
I guess one chat I would pick, chis
I am my mom's mini-me.
sounds goofy bur I have a poster of
My mom_ bas 11 brothers and her in my room, Amelia Earhart.
sisters.
I chink she's really rough, she was
We're chis huge, big, crazy family. cool.
I have a Microsoft poster and it
We always ger together and play the
accordion and dance around and be says "Think different." She was just
goofy.
pretty big time.
Bill Clinton.
I don't (play the accordion) my
I would like co sir down with
uncle does but we dance and we
sing.
him. I chink be would be really
(1he family) is small on my dad's interesting ro talk co.
side (chree aunts and uncles) but it's
Her name is Elizabeth Cady
huge·on my mom's.
Stanton.
She's a feminist from the laceThey all pretty much live in the
Michigan area.
1800s.
Every holiday, every birthday
She seemed like quite a nut.
we're there and we're crazy and we're
I'd like co see her in person ro see
£un; ..,. ,
e what s~c ~ !~Y like. ..

spods
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Unfamiliar position for·Easter.n's opponent
Morehead State finishes
second for first time in
school's history
IJ Kevin M•rphJ
Staff Reporter

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - Second place.
Morehead Scare has never been in this
position before. In che entire hiscory of Eagle
soccer, this is their best finish.
Eastern and Morehead State play at 5 p.m.
on Friday at Bulldog Field in Birmingham,

Ala.
Th.is marks the firsc time Morehead Scace
makes a return to the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament since 2004.
Eastern head coach Ttm Nowak said they
do a good job defensively and have size and
speed.
"Everything you need to have co get co
this point in che year," he said.
For Morehead State to make the
IAT tilAIB I TIE DUU EASTm .WS toumamenr is remarkable considering its
Kellie Floyd and the Panthers face Morehead
history.
State for a ctiance to play in the title game.
In 1998, 2001, 2002 and 2003 che Eagles

._did not win any conference games and posted
a 0-22-1 record.
"Every team is getting better," said senior
midfielder Trisha Walter.
In the past three years chc scales have
been tipping both directions for che Eagles.
In 2004, rhey finished 9-9-1, 4-4-0.
But in 2005, chc Eagles finished 6-11-2,
3-6-0.
"They've gotten aggressive and got better
players," Walter said. "Soccer's not fun if
you're going to walk all over every team."
Morehead State head coach Erin Aubry is
leading the Eagles to their best season in only
her second season in the OVC.
"Coaches have ro implement their
philosophies and gcr cheir ream co respond,"
Nowak said.
Aubry's work has paid off. Aubry was
named che 2005 Brine OVC Coach of the
Year.
Nowak is also in his second season in the
OVC. Nowak has led the Pandicrs ro the
OVC Conference semifinals for the eighth
consecutive time.
Eastern only needs one victory co make
the OVC Finals for the eighth consecutive
time.

And they want the championship.
ulhat's all dut matters to me. Walking
away with the win," Walter said.
Thh year Morehead State received the
number two seeding by finishing 7-7-3. 51-3. It is their best OVC finish. The Eagles
arc undefeated in their lase six games (3-03), while Eastern is on a three-game winning
streak.
"They're a ceam with a lot of confidence,"
said Nowak.
Firsc Team All-Conference players forward
Rebekah Kendall and goalkeeper Leslie King
lead Morehead Stace.
Kendall leads the ceam and is third in the
conference with eighc goals. She also leads
che conference with 79 shots.
"She's one of the dangerous dements,"
Nowak said.
King was named the 2006 OVC
Defensive Player of the Year and is third in
che conference with 121 saves.
Eascern and Morehead State have
only played each other once in the OVC
Tournament.
The No. l seeded Panthers won 3-1 over
the No. 4 seeded Eagles in che 2000 OVC
Tournament.

Panthers prepare for first te.st of season
IJ Ada• Tedder
Staff Reporter

Herc comes the first big test of
the season.
Eastern will hold the Pan~r
Invitational this weekend in Lann
Nacacorium.
Swimming head coach Ray
Padovan says he considers this the
biggest meet prior co Christmas.
The Panthers will be facing
many opponents from the MidConcinent Conference (where
Eastern competes for swimming)

including Evansville, IndianaPurdue-Indianapolis and Louisville.
They will also be facing Lewis
University, who is noc a conference
opponent.
The Panthers are ready for the
competition co come in.
ulhis is che first big meec, we're
swimming in our own pool and
facing multiple teams," Padovan
said.
Some of the swimmers share
Padovan's enthlisiasm, but feel che
pressure as well
'It's our first big meet," said

senior Bill Senese. "We'll be facing
three in conference, so there is a
little bit of pressure, but after doing
chis for so long, you just have to go
out and do your thing."
The Panthers arc aware that
this is a more important than the
previous meets.
"Because we're facing more than

one team and we're in our own
pool, ic's a little more important,"
said senior Kristin McCoy.
Padovan says the team that
gives him che gceacest concern is
Evansville.
"On chis particular meet,
Evansville looks like the team we
'vill struggle against the mosc,"

Mu1ti-cu1tura1

he said. "On paper, this looks real
close."
Senese says he enjoys the fact chat
there will be tough competition.
"Evansville
brings
good
competition and it's exciting to have
good competition," he said. "Bue
we've beat chem before and we can
do it again.'

Career Expo
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... And More
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MEN'S SOCCER I VS. CREIGHTON

Creighton last test before title game
BJ Joe Waltastl
Staff Reporter

triplethreat

Yes, it was only an exhibition game.
Against a Division Ill team no less. And
Eastern won the game b-f 16 points.
But Eastern did almost nothing to
prove that last year's 6-21 season was
a fluke in its 71-55 win Thursday night.
Eastern head coach Mike Miller
(above) and his team needs to improve
in three major areas before its regular
season opener next Friday.

One down, cwo co go.
Eastern convincingly won its
first round game Wednesday againsc
Missouri Scace and is only two wins.
away from winning the Missouri
Valley Conference tournament and
earning an automatic bid co the
NCAA tournament.
Bue there is a big roadblock in
the way.
Awaiting the Panthers at 4 p.m.
today at Bradley's Shea Stadium will
be No. 21-ranked Crcighcon, the
No. 2 seed in the tournament and
the co-regular season conference
champion.
"They're strong all over the

field," said Eastern head coach
Adam Howarth. "But if we play to
our maximum potential we match
up well with them."
Eastern lose 1-0 co Creighton
during the regular season on Oet.
14 at Lakeside Field but the score
did not accurately reflect what
happened during the game.
The Panthers gave up an early
goal in just the fourth minute of the
game to freshman Rodrigo Faria.
But Eastern took control of the
game soon afterward.
The Panthers played aggressively
and dominated chc flow of the
game.
The Panthers' defense held
player-of-the-year candidate, senior
forward Michael Kraus, co jusc

one shoe on goal and without six
saves from Blucjay keeper Nathan
Gibson, Eastern would have won.
"(Eastern) is certainly a muchimproved team over last year,"
said Creighton head coach Bob
Warming. "They arc fie and
motivated.
"They were a really good
opponent. We didn't get to sec
their superstar (Brad Peters). He's a
handful."
Sophomore striker and MVC
scoring leader Brad Peters was
in screec clothes during Eastern's
regular season game against
Creighton because of the red card
be received the game before at
Bradley after arguing with referees.
Senior
midfielder
Mike

Comiskey also earned a red card
at Bradley and was relegated to the
bench against Creighton in their
lase game.
Warming called PCteIS the
"pcrfccc guy" for Eastcrn's 4-5-1
playing formation.
Warming said Peters, as the
lone striker, can sit between the
defense's rwo center-backs and take
advantage of a good pass or loose
ball, like he did against Missouri
Seate when he scored rwo goals on
breakaway runs at the nee.
Peters' rwo goals, along with
freshman defender Chris Pearson's
first goal of the season, fii-e-d up the
Panthers.
"The guys arc very confident
now (after the win)," Howarth said.

FOOTBALL I V~ TENNESSEE STATE

1. Shooting la geaeral -:- The Panthers
need a lot of work in this area. The outside
shooting they showed in this game was
horrendous. The layups and shots close to
the basket were also abysmal. The Panthers
shot 34.9 percent in the first half. Free
throws were anything but free, with Eastern
connecting on only 3-of-8 in the first half
and 14-24 for the game.
2. Stop the dribble pelletration
- Eureka didn't have the type of athletes
that other teams Eastern will play this
season have. Too many times Eureka drove
the baseline and got too close to the basket.
The Panthers need to do a better job of
stopping their opponents outside the lane.
3. Too many t•r•oven -ltwas evident
that this was Eastern's first game against
another team. The Panthers played at
too-frenetic a pace and seemed anxious to
make the spectacular play instead of the
simple one. If Eastern turns the ball over 16
times, like they did Thursday against a team
like OePaul or W1SConsin-6reen Bay. they win
lose. And it won't be pre~

-Matt Dan~fs

MATT DANIELS I OUT OF BOUNDS

Romo brings
Eastern notoriety
The decision for Justin Dubai

EIK HILTIEll I THE DAll.Y WTERJI •EWS
Junior Wide receiver Micah Rucker leaps for a catch during a game against Southeast Missouri University on Oct. 7 at O'Brien Stadium. The
Panthers host Tennessee State on Saturday and will need a win to stay in the postseason race.

Another major test

was easy.
Have
an
injured
Matt
Hassclback start or pick up Tony
Romo off waivers and start him on
Dubai's fanrasy team?
Dubai, a fifth-year wide receiver
for Eastern this season, chose
the latter and Romo didn't
disappoin tbisformeneammatewith
his performance in the Dallas
Cowboys' 35-14 against the
Carolina Panthers last Sunday
night.
Romo, the former Eastern
quarterback who won the 2002
Walter Payton Award as I-A.A's
cop offensive player, shined in his
first NFL start with the Cowboys,
throwing for 270 yards and one
touchdown, a week after making
his NFL dcbuc in the second
half of a Monday Night Football
game.

BJ Marco ~lltaH
Associate Sports Editor

The Panthers took their fuse sru.mblc in Ohio
Valley Conference play lase week at TcnnessccMartin.
They lose for the first time in 14 OVC
games and fell co third place behind UTM and
Tennessee Sea.cc.
In order to keep their posrscason hopes alive,

n SEE TEST, PAGE t

Panthers get scare from D-111 team
BJ Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

» SEE DAIUW,
PAGE t

Lancz Arena.

ei•.ed•.

Transfer quarterback Antonio Heffucr is a big
reason for the improvement.
"Every team they've played, he's made look
silly," said Panthers defensive coordinator Roe
Bellanconi.
Hcffuer has passed for more than l,500 yards
and has rushed for five touchdowns, including
three in lase week's 29-7 win against Sam.ford.

MEN'S BASKETBALL! EASTERN 71, EUREKA COLLEGE 55

All it cook was 20 minutes.
After a fuse half thac included
three missed layups, nine turnovers
and a one-point halftime deficit to
Division Ill Eureka College, the
Panthers regrouped for a 71-55
exhibition win Thursday nighc at

Matt Daniels is a junior journalism major.
He can be reached at mwduiels@

they have co rebound this weekend against TSU.
"Our seniors know that for them to continue
playing football (beyond the regular season), we
must win this week's game," Eastern accing head
coach Mark Hurson said.
The Tigers arc unbeaten in the OVC jusc
one year after finishing the 2005 season 1-6 in
conference and scoring just 92 points.
This season, they have scored 122 points
through four conference games.

"This is 100 percent why we
have exhibition games," Eastern
head coach Mike Miller said.
"What we saw throughout the first
16 minutes of the game was one
of the tightest groups that was just
locked up."
Eastern was led by sophomore
point guard Mike Robinson's

game-high 20 poinrs along with
eight rebounds. The 2005 Ohio
Valley Conference Freshman of
the Year single-hand.idly kept the
Panthers within striking distance
in the first half, scoring 13 of
Eastem's 30 poinrs.
"Mike is a scorer. He's going co
gee poincs and he did a real nice
job," sophomore forward Billy
Parrish said.
A 17-4 Eascern run early in the
second half broke the game open as
a one point Panther deficit quickly
turned into a 1-2-poinc lead.
"What we saw tonight was a
ccam that you could sec had only
practiced 16 rimes," Miller said.

» SEE SCAIE, PAGE t

EIK lllTID I T1IE DAILY WTERJI llEWS
Head coach Mike Miller talks to his team during a break in a game
where Eastern trailed by one at halftime. "What we saw tonight was a
team that you could see had only practiced 16 times," Miller said.
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MATI POU I Oil THE VERGE
EIU Jazz students play an informal, impromptu jam session at Friends & Co. The group gets together every Thursday welcoming to the stage anyone who wants to play with them.

Charleston: jazz friendly
University m usic students
showcase talents
at weekly jazz jam session
By Jason Duarte
Verge Reporter

The smell of clove cigarecces and hot jazz
music filled che air at che corner of Gilt St.
and Van Buren Ave. as I approached Friends
& Co. lase Thursday night.
After turning che corner, chree young jazz
fans were sranding in front smoking and
ralking under the starry night, trying co keep
warm in che brisk October climate.
Upon entering che bar, a wave of warmth
and groovy melodies enveloped me as jazz

runes Buttered into my ears.
Ir came as a relief. leaving che cold,
clammy October night behind and entering
che lively and vibrant bar.
As the warm spirics and cool jams filled
the bar, chere were about six people rotating
in and ouc of songs jamming cogecher on che
stage.
· After some observation, four or five musicians would take breaks from performing,
drink and socialize and chen return to che
stage where somebody else would switch our.
Justin DcAngelo, keyboardisc/pianist
and graduate srudenc, has been playing for
almost 17 of his 25 years of existence.
"Basically, everybody chat plays here plays
at che Eastern groups, eicher che combos or
che big band," DeAngelo said. "That's the

school setting, we do concens at school,
but this gives us a chance to play outside of
school, experiment new ideas, bring scuff
you've been working on chat may not be like,
in che learning aspect of ir all, it may be just
more fun."
And it certainly appears more fun chan
say, a classroom setting would be.
Performing at a bar on a week.night gives
these musicians a chance to relax and expand
upon what they learn at school among cheir
peers.
"Here, we mix it up," DeAngelo said.
"lc's a lot more straight ahead, back-co-back
ac school, a lot more literature oriented,
and here chere's a lot more groove-oriented
things."
The musicians chat perform at Friends

& Co. every Thursday are nor necessarily
an organized band wich a name, so much as
chey just come to jam.
"We just go up chere and pick a tune
and we all just play over it. It's just like
jamming,"said Garren Schmidt, drummer
and crumpet player.
Anybody is welcome, and for che most
part, che same musicians rerurn week after
week co perform, said Josh Marcus, saxophonist.
Mike Gherardini, owner of Friends &
Co., said he enjoys che Thursday-night jam
sessions and is looking to broaden che musical scene at his bar in che future.
"It's a very relaxed schedule, it's laid back
H

SEE JAZZ, PAGE 82.

lnuasion of the Podcasters
By Michael Peterson
Senior Verge Reporter

Wherever students go, whecher chey are walking
co class or sitting on che bus, they cannot help but see
chose famous white buds sticking out of people's ears.
Ever since the release of the iPod in 200 l, chese
portable devices have exploded onto the market.
But now a new monster has spawned from chese
devices, and this monster is known as "podcasting."
ln simple terms, podcasting is defined as audio content available on the Internet chat can be automatically
delivered co your computer or MP3 player. Podcascs
are often done in che format of radio shows, but what
makes chen special is chat chey are not bound by che
rules of the Federal Communications Commission.
But how did che term "podcasting" even come
about? The term apparently was fuse mentioned by
"The Guardian" writer Ben Hammersley. In a 2004
article about che new fad of audioblogs, Hammersley
wroce, "Bur what co call ic? Audioblogging? Podcasc-

ing? GuerillaMedia?" However, it was che term "podcascing" that stuck.
Nowadays, podcascs are everywhere. Most newspapers have podcascs available for download on cheir
Web site. In addition, che iTuncs Store has a wide variety of podcasts and vodcascs (video podcascs) available
for subscription. A few of che most popular podcascs
are "Stongbad's E-mails," "The Ricky Gervais Show"
and "Ask a Ninja." In fact, "The Ricky Gervais Show,"
is most notable for being che most popular podcast
show ever. The show is done in a radio-show format
and scars Ricky Gervais (besr known for his role in
Britain's "The Office"), Stephan Merchant and Karl
Pilkington. le may even appear in che 2007 Guinness
Book of World records for che world's most downloaded postcasc, having gained an average of 261,670
JAY GRABIEC I THE DAILY EASTE1Uf NEWS
downloads per episode during its first monch.
Adam
Tedder,
a
sophomore
sports
reporter,
interviews Justin Sinner
Even college professors have started putting cheir
of the College Republicans, a senior political sciences major, during a
lectures online in che form of podcasts. Justin Smith,
H

SEE PODCAST, PAGE 2.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

podcas1 in the conference room of the DEN news room on Wednesday
afternoon.

•
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Bench or drop
those top picks
BJ Brandon hmas
Verge columnist

NFL Mascots
n Cliicap .... I "Grizz" always bearing down on
the oppositions
H Atlalrta Falco• I "Freddie" helps the team fly into
the end zone
11 c.ollu ,....,. I "Sir Purr" scratching his way
into the playoffs
11 JacboMille J..urs I "Jaxson De Ville" who is
ready for his close-up of the best plays
11 Denver Broncos I "Thunder" galloping for the win.

So your team is two and six
and_ypu're wondering where
you went wrong. Well, you're
not alone; there has been surprise performances in the past

8 weeks.
I'd like to point some fingers at some of those individuals that may be impeding your success and give some
advice as to the value of these players. The quarterback position has proven co be fairly predictable this
year, Peyton and Donovan cop the charts although,
there has been some predicted scud rumcd dud thus
far. Daunce Culpepper looked co be well armed with
many weapons chis year, but his inconsiscenc play (at
best) and nagging knee injury has earned him a scac
on the bench. He should remain on your bench as
well, don'c expect anything from Culpepper for the
rest of the year.
I couldn't pass up the opportunity co mention che
Cowboys and the performance of Drew Bledsoe. With
che addition ofT.O, Bledsoe looked like a real solid
pick, but a lack of protection has forced Parcells co
rum co Romo. The pride and joy of Eastern is looking
more and more comfortable under center and look for
that co continue the rest of the season.
Top draft pick Shawn Alexander has been a real
disappointmcnr so far for Fancasy owners, a foot
injury has sidelined Alexander for over a month now.
Don't give up on Shawn just ycc, he's coming along
and could be a great back co have when it comes rime
for your league playoffs.
Lamont Jordan, who was a solid cop l 0 pick,
has been about as bad as the Raiders have been. He
has been dropped in most fantasy leagues, and don't
bother picking him up at this point.
In the wide out position , three men stand ouc co
me, not that they are having horrible seasons, buc uncharacreriscic co say the lease. Larry Ficzgerald, Chad
Johnson and Chris Chambers have combined for
seven touchdowns through eight weeks. Larry's hamstring problems have been a serious cause for concern
and has affected his productivity. The latter two have
been victims of quarterback inconsistencies, although
Carson is beginning co show signs of brilliance. Wait
out Larry's injury; he'll be back by week 10 co help
out the struggling Cardinals. C. J will come alive
with the surging Carson Palmer, who threw three
touchdowns last week. As for Chambers, he's a lose
cause chis year, see if you can crade him based on his
name and numbers from lase season.

Jutras is a grad student and can be reached at dellftrge@

9.ail.co•.
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Jazz

FROM PAGE BI
enough to where everybody's jusc having a good
time," he said. "Play 'ril whenever they're tired of
playing or whenever the pizza guy shows up."
The atmosphere at Friends & Co. is certainly
relaxed.
"It seems like everybody has a pretty good
time," Gherardini said. "Thac's chc mosr important
thing."
Jazz isn't che only genre or music Friends &
Co. has co offer.
"Wha~ we're trying to do up here is gee a wider
variety of music...so that there's something for
everybody," Gherardini said. "I mean, you might
noc like classic rock, but don"c worry, you because
there's something else going on."
The music continues to Bow out from the
front of the bar into the back, where Gherardini is
working on opening an additional part co Friends
&Co.
Afrer checking ouc another room in the back
with an even larger scage, I notice bassist Bryce
Peake is caking a break.
He cells me how he started playing is slightly
differenc than some of the other musicians.
"There used to be a jazz crio that played up
here char I had played in," Peake said. "And we
decided to do something a little more fu.nk-esquc
because it seemed like it'd be a little more of an
appeal to people. We do a loc of scuff. Influences
like (Herbie) Hancock and the Headhunters, Kool
and the Gang, Average White Band, you know.
Just a whole wide variety of stuff."
This jazz jam band can often be heard in the
Charlcscon cown square.
"We're up here every week. Every Thursday,"
DcAngelo said.

Computer Service
• Computer Sales & Service
•laptop Repair
• Hard Drive Replacement/Data Recovery

Our Specia/ty- - - - - - - - - - - - Windows Tuneup/
Virus and Spyware Removal

$7

s

Flat Rate

1625-B Madison Ave. - Next to Priceless Towing

345-1111

'

c comer o&treet...258-8085

Podcasts

FROM PAGE B1
editor-in-chief of Northern Illinois University's
Northern Star, said he chinks thac purring lectures on
the Internet is exciting.
"In my opinion, as a student, a podcastcd lecture
would be something thac is very convenienc," Smith
said.
Stephen Haas, online coordinator for che
Charleston Times-Courier and former Eastern student
explained how podcasring is affecting the news
indusrry. The Times-Courier's podcasring, like many
papers, is scill in its infancy. The Times-Courier has
only been doing podcasts since August, according co
Haas.
"I chink (podcasring) is something chac newspapers
are just starting co catch on to. It's noc really our
traditional medium." Haas said. "Ac my paper. they are
scill crying to embrace chis new technology. They like
the idea; ic's just the matter of doing ic. Bur college
newspapers arc doing a really good job of doing
podcascs because that is what kids want. They wane
something co puc on their iPod, so it's easier for chem.
Bue for a traditional newspaper the idea is still pretty

Eastern is one of the fuse universities co offer
podcascs on their Web site.
Ac the Northern Star podcasts arc auromatically
downloaded co a user's iTunes every day.
"It's starring out a little bic slow right now. We arc
constantly sending people co the Web sire and hoping
it will cacch on," Smith said.
University of Illinois' Daily Illini has just begun
using podcasts as well. However, for the Daily l/lini
che audio files cannoc be automatically senc to a
student's iTunes.
So are podcasts just a fad that will fade with time?
"I don't think podcascing is going to go away, but I
think the appeal of it might," Haas.said. "I chink after
a couple of years when everyone has a podcast, it won't
be as special but it scilJ will be important co have ... It's
kind of like color television when ic just came out. It's
going to lose the 'wow factor.'"
Joe Lamberson, online manager of the Daily Illini,
on the other hand, is even more positive about the
staying power of podcascs.
"lc's the way of che fucure and where things are
headed. People wane to be able to pick up their media
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Niro's serves up Greece-y food
,, JllSOll Durte
Verge Critic

The brand new Niro's Gyros, 300

W. Lincoln Ave., provided me with my
first ever gyros meal, which opened my
eyes co a whole new food option.
This new addition co fast food in
Charleston is an eye-opener, since
the Niro's Gyros chain is not as well
known as say, Burger King or Taco
Bell.
Upon entering the busy restaurant
at noon on a Monday, I decided co go
with the first item on the menu, the
single gyro meal.
All meals on the menu include fries
and a fountain drink.
The fries arc freshly cue and sale-

***~

less, browned with some of the potato
skin left on the ends.
Now, gyro meat is normally cut in
longer slices, however, at Niro's the
lamb is in pieces; it's shredded rather
than sliced.
The best pan about the lunch experience was that they weren't the lease
bit skimpy with the food.
My gyro had meat falling our of it.
Despite the generous portions, I
chink that $6.67 is a bit expensive for
lunch.
But for chc money, you will not
be left hungry or disappointed in the
amount of food received.
The combination of onions, tomatoes, feta chccsc and lamb on warm,
soft pita bread was new co me, and I

enjoyed it.
While eating was a greasy experience, the delicious factor was well
wonh the slippery fingers.
As skeptic as I am about trying
new food, I felt in no way disappointed.
The service was excdlenc and the
food was everything I had hoped it
co be.
Their menu even caters co all rypcs
of diets. For vegetarians, they offer
veggie picas, as well as different salads
and sides.
Same principal goes if you're on a
JAY 1i1A111EC I THE DAILY EASTEll IErS
diet.
A group of Eastern students enjoy their lunch at Niro's Gyros on
There arc healthier alternatives
Thursday afternoon. The majority of this group recommended
co some items that may be not so
the gyro, but some said the barbecue was also good.
healthy.

Dracula play a bloody
mess * 1J U U
BJ Corr Di.ttralopotdos

Dracula.
With his obsession with bird, spider and
fly blood, Moran's portrayal of Rcn6cld was
The Tony Cox version of Steven Dietz's
twisted enough co be crue.
The bloody, saliva covered lips and the
play "Dracula" had more blood than bite.
While the sound effcas and lighting were often coughed-up feathers and bones (which
come ro his unfortunate aid ar some point)
quite enthralling, the substance and chemisreally add co the effect of the character.
try were just not there.
However, thac is where the believability
The play switched becween settings and
characters with rough transitions.
and chemistry among the characters (all of
With what seemed co be sporadic menwhom are volunteer acrors and actresses)
ended.
cioning of boxes of dirt and the drawn out
and overly-exaggerated speeches given by
From the beginning of the play, the small
Van Helsing {Dar'Keith Lofton), it was at
basement-like stage was somewhat restricting
co chc auditimes hard co stay
.
ences view.
focused on the plot.
A few scenes,
With seating
such as the blood
for no more
'transfusions, were
than 50 people,
a bit awkward with
cherc were a
number of scars
long pauses and
scattered movefrom which
ments, which could
scenes were not
have been better
easily seen.
directed.
While the
The play
sec did offer
a parc-of-thcbegan with a brief
narration of chc
cast feel, the
immortal starus
prop and scene
changes were a
of Ren6cld (Matt
Moran}, a madbit distracting.
man locked in an
It was not
asylum, desperate
always promptly
co be a servant co
obvious where
Dracula.
the audience
should be lookThe audience is
ing.
then introduced co
Lucy (Martha A.
The sound
Mills) and her best
and the lightfriend Mina (Emily
ing, as well as a
few explosions,
Davis) who is to
at times saved
be married co chc
Transylvania-bound
the play.
John Harker (Ben
The silhouette of a
Stover}.
full moon on
Michael Salem
the wall and
played the mysterious Carpathian,
the strikes of
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, lightening,
Dracula.
Verge Critic

MATT POU IOI THE ¥mE

Faculty artist Ke-Hsin Jenny Chi's painting depicting a love affair between a philosopher
and his pupil titled "Heloise & Abelard" is on display at Tarble Arts Center until Nov. 26.

Professors display
talents at Tarble
Eastern' s f acultJ shows
campus their creative side
If Staq s.itll

****

This is crucial in the exhibit because it
Verge Reporter
makes the viewer more educated and appreciative of the work production.
The Tarble Arts faculty exhibition is quite
For instance, Ann Coddington Rast used
colored pencils co draw an open mouth on a
possibly one of the best cxhibics of the year.
Students, staff and guescs arc invited co
large piece of consrrucrion paper.
wimcss how truly artistically talented the
To some viewers, this may be meaningEasccrn faculty is and have the opportunity
less and simple, yec Rase created this piece
because she feels the mouth is a supreme
to purchase favored pieces.
Ranging from personal experiences to
pan of the body.
interpretations of biological sysccms, the
This drawing was produced co show
exhibit offers arrwork that almost everyone
che divine momenr of creative impulse co
can appreciate.
breaching in and out.
Some mediums used co create the work
Robert Horvach created a beautiful secarc watercolor, photography, digital prims,
tion made from oil on canvas over panel
linen, graphite and stoneware, among ochcalled "Anamicra Sauvage."
crs.
The element in his design is remarkable
Having no marked value, the magnificent with the blending of colors and use of shadacarion of Kc-Hsin Jenny Chi's "Hcloise
ows. Although his display is astonishing,
and Abelard" is a personal favorite.
there is no explanation of his work.
I highly recommend chat students, facMade from only oil and linen, the
amount of detail in the art creates a sense
ulry and che community check out the frte
of realism, almost as though the viewer is
exhibition in the Tarble Arts Center.
The display gives viewers a chance co walk
brought into the picrure.
Some artists included a written statement
away with valuable arr work, and ic gives che
explaining their inspi~· to the disolav,
• faculrv a chance ro showcase some of their
.c.:.;,.~;JJ'~....~ . i ; '- • ' ~ ...,,,, • ~"
'1T C~'
which
· each artist shouI 1m~fl!fJf..,:.t"•'•~• • amazmg work.
•

.

His slow talking and devious expressions made Salem a
believable Dracula.
Even his eye movemenrs seemed to capture che essence of the Count.
Moran gave an animated and lively
. performance as '.R.eiificld, wno t~ ~sses~d b~
t. 1,, 1 .. "

"

along with the
strobe light and smoke, enhanced the play
immensely.
Dracula is still as enchanting as ever,
however, the tale lost its craftiness in chis

play.
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Local artist donates his artwork to charitable causes
Teague Molloy
Verge Reporter

Dave John Han is a local anis! working in Charlescon. He has a degree in cime
managemenc from Rooscvclc University in
Chicago, buc lives for his art and leaves others with his art when be greets them.
"He comes in and hands out artwork
free of charge. I think that's pretty cool and
pretty ncac," Judi Konrad, assiscanc manager
of the Union Bookstore said.
The 57-ycar-old started with the production of arc in 1985 on some paper plates that
he colored with a 25-cenc watercolor sec.
Dave has unique organization skills of
all his arc, supplies and necessities for its
production. le seems as though everything
in Dave's life was fashioned for his arc and
he happily aniculates on all his art that he's
created over the past 21 years. He records
his artwork on video and in three-ring binders he stores his contaets and other unique
thoughts in. Dave scores his sculptures and
paintings in his garage as well.
"He does a wide variety of work chac is
evocative, playful and intriguing," Michael
Wares, direccor of the Tarble Arts said.
From 1985 he started to video the 50,000
pieces of his an on tape that he has filed
away around his room. Dave even has a box
of new words he teaches himself.
He said he records his arc so he can remember che piece or pieces' because he sends
6uc such a grcac portion of his work. Before
recording he's not swe about the exact counc
on his produccion or exactly what he had
produced but imagines it is somewhere in
the 200,000 range.
Much of his work is inspired by religion
and inspiration comes from growing up in a
rough Southside of Chicago neighborhood.

Music is another art form he's passionate
about. Dave plays the piano, which he has
studied at many great schools in and out of
Illinois under nuns, a Russian composer and
other private teacher's. Many years ago he
saw Michelangelo's work in the Sistine chapel and has srudied arc extensively throughout the world.
"That's what I do, I'd go to the arc musewns," Dave said.
He started on the paper plates he had and
donated to hospitals, doctors' offices, libraries, and people he randomly meets on the
street. Often his free an would walk away
from his home's porch at night.
Dave is a huge donor of art and has over
400 leccers of thank you from those who he
has donated co. He has easily produced l OOs
of thousands of pieces of arrwork on his
card-playing table thac he converted into an
art cable. It is surrounded by lots of creatively scored art supplies chat visually show off
his love of an.
His art would often take a whole day co
package and send out co chose he chooses co
donate to throughout the world.
Dave
even has a Web site listed on che back of his
arcwork that links the consumer up with his
paintings and piano work on the Internee
site groups.msn.com/hart2/shoebox.msnw.
Dave said without his supporting family
he would nor be able co produce his art. His
hands are becoming arthritic and this presencs a challenge in his life by cutting down
on che rime he can put inco it.
"It's a matter of deciding what co work
on," Dave said.
He said he is wealthy in an but doesn't
have the money to copyright his work.
Dave has sold some of his work through
E-Bay but most of che time he donates his
work co a worthy cause.

TEAliUE MOU.OY I ON 11IE VERGE
Dave John Hart stands proudly in front of his self-portrait. Dave said without his
supporting family he would not be able to produce his art.

eekend local events
Misc.

The Christmas Arts and Crafts Show will
be ac the Cross County Mall this Friday. The
Mall is located ac 700 Broadway Ave. Ease
Mact0on, IL. The show will go until Sunday.
The Prairie Ensemble Bookfair will be
taking place this Friday at Savoy's Pages For
All Ages. The fair goes through Sunday,
Nov. 5. For every dollar you spend, che score
will donate up to 25 percent co The Prairie
Ensemble. The event begins ar 9 a.m. For
more informarion, call (217) 355-9077.
The Champaign-Urbana Coin and
Currency Show is this Sunday from 9 a.m. co
4 p.m. It is ac che Urbana Civic Center and
the show is free.
Christian comedian Scocc Gregory
will be performing this Sarurday ar the
EvangelicaJ United Methodist Church
(located ac 201 Main Sc., Oblong). Show i5
free, bur donations are accepted. For more
informadon, caJI (618) 592-3923.

Theater
1he U.S. Air Force Band of Mid-Ameriai.
will be playing chis Friday. The show is at che
Virginia Theater in Champaign. The show is
free and will begin ac 7 p.m.

Nov. 11. For more information, call (217)
367-3711.

"The Mikado" will be playing at the
Station Theatre in Urbana this weekend. It
will go from Friday, Nov. 3 to Nov. 11. All
shows start at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 for
Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday. Tickets
are $15 on Friday and Sacwday.

be playing at the Shilling Auditorium in the

The blue-grass gospel band Muddy Creek
will be playing ac che Toledo Christian
Chwch (located ac 501 Maryland Street)
this Satwday. The show begins at 7 p.m. For
more information, call (217) 849-3187.

Richland Community College in Decatur.
The showing is Friday and scans ac 7:30 p.m.
Tickecs are $10. For more information, caJl
(217) 875-7211.

· Folk singer and songwriter Jenny Keefe
will be playing ac rhe Common Grounds in
Mattoon this Saturday. The show is from 8

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" will

"Scones in His Pockecs" will be playing
ar the Tarble Arts Center chis Friday. Tickets
are $10 for adulcs, $8 for seniors and $5
for srudents. Call (217) 581-2787 for
reservations.

to 10 p.m. and is free. For more information,

Concerts

The Effingham High School will be doing
their rendition of"The Diary of Anne Frank"
chis Satwday at 2 and 7 p.m. Tickets range
from $4 co $5.

Desafinado, a seven-piece ensemble jai.z
band, will be playing this Friday. le will take
place at the Cowboy Monkey in Champaign
and cickecs are $2. The concert will begin at
5:30 p.m.

Visual Arts

The United Stares Air Force Band ofMidAmerica will be playing chis Friday at rhe
Virginia Theatre in Champaign. The show is
free and scans ac 7 p.m.

The Founh Annual Visual Arc Exhibit
is starting this Sunday and will go until
Sunday, Nov. 11. le will be held in the
former "Good Spores" store located in
Maccoon's Cross County Mall. For more
information, caJl (217) 234-8758.
A new glass sculprure by University of
Illinois professor Alex Fekete will be showing
at the Cinema Gallery in Urbana. The
sculpture will be showing Friday, Nov. 3 co

i

Alive, a Pearl Jam cribuce band, will be
playing ac the Canopy Club this Friday ac
the Canopy club. Starting"time is still robe
decided. Tickets are $5.
Eleccronic funk-rock band, Menz, will be
playing ar the Bolrini Lounge in Champaign
chis Friday. The show is free and scares ar 10
p.m.

call 235-BEAN.
The Panther Marching Band's Wind and
Thunder concerr is chis Sunday at 4 p.m. It is
in Eascem's McA.fee South Gym.
Singer and songwriter, Mike Ingram, will
be playing at BJ's Pump in Hoopeston chis
Sarwday. The show is free and scans at 9
p.m.
The English Concert, fearuring violinist
Andrew Mam.e, is chis Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
The show is at the University oflllinois'
Krannert Center Grear Hall in Urbana.
Tickets range from $10 co $34. For more
information, call (800) 527-2849.
The band Sphr Lip Rayfiled will be
playing this Sunday at 8:30 p.m. The show
is at the Highdive in Champaign. Tickets
are $10 in advance and $12 at the door. For
more infurrnation, call (217) 356-2337.

